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-Second Clue
In Bottle Hunt

The wine bottle treasure in the Frosh-Sopli
irk
treasure contest still has not been found, Ric Trimillos.
’rosh-Sopli Week -chairman, announced yesterday. Following is another clue to the treasure:
"The prize is near a minor square,
Print and food mark its position,
skyward shaft is there close by,
Towering, shadows a tradition."

Top Author
Will Lecture
On U.S. Aims

MN\

El

’America and the World" will be
,!..e lecture given by Dr. Dennis W.
I....ion, noted lecturer in the field
literature and professor of politi,I science at Cambridge Univer’y England.
His lecture will be in Morris
,riley Auditorium at 8 tonight.
Dr. Brogan has published 17
hooks and numerous articles for
British. French and American
Journals. Several of his hooks
deal with American and French
politics.
Among the books he has written
are "Development of Modern
rench Politics." "Politics and Law
in the United States," "The Free
State," "The Era of Franklin Delano Roosevelt," and ’The French
Nation."
The 59 -year -old professor received his education in England at
St. Columcilles School, Ruther
General Academy, Glasgow University and Ballad College,Oxford.
Ile has lectured at the University College, London, and at the
London School of Economics.
He is an honorary fellow of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, and
holds the title of Commander of
the Order of Orange-Nassau.

Grad Rite
Speaker Set
lhaiald II. Tippett, bishop of
the San Francisco Area of the
MethodiFt Church, will deliver the
etrire.s t the Baccalaureate ser%ice of graduation at 4 p.m. June
7 in Spartan Stadium, Ceremonies
Will he open to the public.
Subject of the address will be
"The Place of the humanities and
!Religion in a Space Age."
Dr. Tippett is a graduate of the
University of Colorado with an
M.A. decree from New York University. lie also is a graduate of
the Ile School of Theology and
holds honorary degrees from several colleges and universities.
Among the pastorates held by
him are the Church of All Nations,
!slew York City and the First
Met
(.11,1reh, Los Angeles.

If the treasure is found, Tiimillos
stated, it should be taken to Bctty
Heskett, Student Union secretary.
The class finding the treasure
will receive 25 points in the contest, and the individual will leceive
two tickets to the F’rosh-Soph
Mixer on Friday.
Today’s contest will pit the
freshmen against the sophomores
In a tug-of-war contest.
Other contests this week include
a milkshake straw stuffing contest, tomorrow at 12:30 p.M. in the
Library Quad, and a sport car
stuffing contest for Friday.
The mixer, based on an Italian
theme, will be held Friday evening
in the Women’s Gym from 9-1,
Stephanie Williams, mixer chairman, announced. Cokes and pizza
will be served.
Anyone available to sell cokes,
pizza, or tickets for the mixer is
naked to contact Miss Williams.
Tickets are now on sale in the
Library Quad for $1.25 for couples
and 75 rents for stag

Psych Students
To Read Papers
A group of psychology students
have been selected to read papers
at the Spartan Psychological Assn.
meetings today and tomorrow in
CH150 from 2 to 4 p.m.
Robert Chapman’s "Associative
Reaction Time as a Function of
Monetary Reward." Robert N.
Bryan’s "Legibility: Vertical vs.
Inclined Lettering," Nils E. Johnson’s "Attitude Study With Deodorants." and James Embree’s
-The Influence of Comic Books on
Children" have been selected.

Student Teachers

Secondary education mai, )I’S planning to student teach in fall are
requested to attend a meeting in
Morris Dailey Auditorium Monday
at 4 p.m., said Dr. John L. Moody,
coordinator of secondary strident
teaching.

New Editors,
Ad Heads
To Get Nod
Appointment of Spartan Daily
and Lyke magazine editors and
advertising managers will be made
today at the 2:30 p.m. Student
Council meeting in the Student
Union. La Torre business manager
also will be selected.
Other appointment, to he
made at the meeting following
interviews by the council are social affairs chairman, personnel public relations. chairman and
senior female justice.
Final approval by the council of
two campus organizations is expected.
The Independent Men’s Council
and University Dames Club will
have their constitutions okayed
prior to recognition.
At411 Pres. Rich Hill will report to the council on the progress of plans to send a delegation
to Sacramento to speak to Gov.
Edmund G. (Pat) Brown concerning a student activitie4 building at San Jose State.
"So far, we haven’t received a
reply from Gov. Brown," Hill said.
Plans for next fall’s Homecoming will also be announced by Bob
Wright, Homecoming chairman.
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N’erdict On the Stevens vs. SPUR party trial sihl be ’BIGGEST BREAK’
given today at 5 p.m. in the Student Union.
three-hour court session yesterday disclosed much
en idenee both for and against the accused political party
members. but whether they stand guilty or not guilty for
illegally ad% ertising during election remains to be determined by the student justices.
Defendants in the trial who acted as their own attorneys are ASB
Pres. Rich Hill, Vice Pres. Guy
Gleason, Treasurer Marsh Ward,
Corresponding Secretary Corky
Lobdell, Representative-at -Large
Dick Johnston and defeated Recording Secretary clndidate Ginny
Nicolaus, Plaintiff Stan Stevens
was represented by Prosecuting
Attorney Pat McClenahan.

Russ, West
To Parley
In Secret

GI-NEVA
t
’Inc Soviet
and Western foreign ministers
agreed yesterday to start secret
sessions on the Berlin and German
questions Friday when they return
from the funeral of John Foster
Dulles in Washington.
Chief Justice Dick Christiana
A U.S. spokesman announced the
said a "guilty" ruling could re- decision following a meeting be stilt In punishments ranging tween Soviet Foreign Minister An from suspended sentences to re- drei Gromyko and British Foreign
moval of privileges on campus. Secretary Selwyn Lloyd.
For the five office holders, this
Observers considered the move
could mean removal from office.
the biggest break to date In the
thus-far deadlocked Big Four
Following dismissal of the trial
foreign ministers’ conference.,
at 5:30 p.m., Stevens expressed
It-came with surprising suddenconfidence that the prosecution
ness just a day before the May 27
had established his case.
deadline set by Soviet Premier
Prior to opening the prosecution, ,
Nikita Khrushchev for Western
McClenahan said he hoped to
withdrawal from Berlin.
establish three facts:
The decision to start secret talks
That the SPUR business
was made without indicating which
cards were posters.
side had made the first move. But
That because they were postit brought new hope into the lagers, they were being used in vioging conference.
lation of campus election rules.
Gromyko left at once for
That if this is a violation,
Washington and the Dulles futhe defendants are guilty.
neral. The Western Big Three
Some nine witnesses later, dur- Lloyd. Secretary of State Chrising which time McClenahan exer- tian Herter and French Foreign
cised exacting legal procedure on minister Maurice (’curve de MurStan Stevens, plaintiff, and ASB Pres, Rich Hill, one of six SPUR
his witnesses and the defendants. %illeheld one more working
defendants listen to presentation of evidence by prosecuting
Hill objected to the prosecution %.‘,Slan of the conference and
then followed him on another
attorney Pat McClenahan (back to camera) at yesterday’s trial.
examination on the grounds that
Chief Justice Dick Christiana said verdict will be given today.
the SPUR members had already plane. Gromyko was represented
accepted the responsibility for in- at that session by Deputy Forserting the cards in the Spartan eign Minister Valerian Zorin.
Western diplomats hailed GroDaily and for passing out the cards
myko’s acceptance of the secret
on campus.
talks. They considered it a sign
"What we were not responsible that Russia, after two weeks of
for was what htppened to the making impossible demands and
cards after they were given out," hurling propaganda attacks at the
Hill added.
West, now was ready to get down
Retiring San Jose State faculty as ill lie honored at a Faculty
In his concluding statement. to serious bargaining.
Social Committee reception tomorrow, 2-9 p.m., Cafeteria faculty
McClenahan stated that the
The West had hoped at least to
dining room.
cards had been seen in the cam- win an "interim" agreement on
The Women’s Glee Club, directed by Dr. Russell Harrison, assopus voting booths and in the Berlin, at best a start toward overciate professor of music and education, will provide music "in a
polling area, tie said SPUR had all settlement of tension in Europe.
spring mood," Miss Anna Loze, chairman, said.
used the maximum amount of
The chances of a summit conferIn the receiving line will be Pres. and Mrs. John T. Wahlquist; poster signs alloted to eandithis summer took a sharp upDr. Vern James, professor of mathdates, and he offered the (’am-ence
ward swing from the mere fact
ematics, and Mrs. James; Dr. Winithat the business cards that the Soviet Union now seemed
fred Ferris, professor of modern
were almost exact duplicates of ready to abandon its propaganda
languages; Dr. Esther Shephard,
the larger-sized posters.
spotlight in open meetings.
or
property
No
injuries
damprofessor of English; Miss Caroline
age
has
been
reported,
in
Hill presented the defense, acthe
Bailey, Reserve Book Room librarian; Miss Dora Smith, Librarian- rolling earthquake that naked cusing the ASB by-laws of ambigship Department head; Miss Mar- the San JONI. State campus yes- uity and being loosely written
Ward supported Hill by testifying
tha Thomas, associate professor of terday.
The quake, which tweurred at that "Our intentions were never to
home economics; and Miss Jeannette Vander Ploeg, associate pro- f4:58 a.m., Wa% reportedly cen- violate the constitution. The busiPublisher Sheldon F. Sackett,
tered somewhere around Hollis- nesscards were our answer to
fessor of librarianship.
ter. The Unit ersity of California matchbooks that other candidates who recently announced plans
Hostesses will he M. Elizafor a San Jose newspaper. told
seismograph registered the quake hand out."
beth Greenleaf, associate dean of
at J., on the Richter magnitude
The court session at 5 p.m. today United Press International yesstudents; Mrs. Noreen Mitchell,
will he open to the student body. terday he had purchased the
Reale.
assistant professor of speech;
Orpheum Theater and an adjoinMiss Marie Curtis. associate proing lot in Oakland and will use
fessor of business; and Dr. JanIt as the home of a new newsice Ca rktn, associate professor of
paper, the "World of Oakland."
physical education.
Siwkett, who has been floodGuest list will include emeritus
ing newspaper -hungry son Jose
faculty and members of the teachwith promises of a "democratic,
ing staff as well as administrative
employe -owned" paper, said he
associates of retiring faculty mempaid $550,000 for the theater
bers.
building.
He !wild it would be "Ideal for
the modern newspaiwr operation
we will bring to the San FranWASHINGTON UPI I The Washington diplomatic corps and an cisco Bay Area."
Meanwhile, the San Joss- Meeendless line of private citizens streamed into Washington’s towering
National Cathedral yesterday to walk In silent tribute beside the flag - , ’Try and News strike goes Into
I. 102nd day, with no Indication
The Dick Tash Trio played to a draped coffin of John Foster Dulles.
.f :a set t lenient .
Dulles’ laxly will be buried today in Arlington National Cemeter
sparse turnout yesterday in the
Priesident
last of the Spartan Y’s "Creativity after funeral services in the cathedral to be attended by
Eisenhower and by diplomatic leaders from around the world. First to
In the Arts" series.
Arriong the numbers played were arrive was the Japanese foreign minister.
"I Got Rhythm," "Bernie’s Tune," CON’S FREEDOM SHORT
SAN QUENTIN (UMA San Quentin convict who made the
played in counterpoint with Nes
MONEY TALKS
solo, "Lullabye of Birdland," a la first successful escape from inside the prison walls in three years wm ?
Erroll Garner, and "I Could Have back behind bars today after 10 hours of freedom.
Danced All Night" a la Andre
Frank Hackett, 27, squeezed his 200 pounds inside a furniture
-Chips" Bullion
Previn.
truck Monday morning and quietly rode to freedom. The case was
traded most of
George Ballantine and Bruce soon broken when an anonymous caller told the San Mateo Police
his oil wells for
Stinnett rounded out the trio.
Department that Hackett was in the home of William E. Whited.
Tash received his B.A. degree
a pair of brushed
P
Police telephoned the house, asking that Hackett come out. He
here last year and presently is did, and was arrested without a struggle.
leather Clark
working toward his M.A. in theory
II
FALL KILLS CHICO STUDENT
Desert Boots from
and composition. tie has played
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI
Freeman Fortier, 20-year-old Chico
R/A. He could
professionally for five years.
State College student, jumped or fell to his death Monday from the
1111
have bought a
second floor of a California St. apartment.
pair for only
Ills parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ilerman Fortier of Chico. brought the
2.95. but -ChipsStudents graduating in June who young man here for psychiatric care. Ile was suffering from a severe
never was too
have made application to the Grad- nervous condition.
uate Division will be notified of ’PENNY’ PLEADS INSANE
bright.
REDWOOD CITY t UPI) --Rosemarie "Penny" Bjorkland. 18-yearacceptance several weeks after
graduation, said Mrs. Lynne Fish- old pony-tailed blonde, has entered pleas of not guilty and not guilty
er. secretary in the Graduate Divi- by reason of insanity of the murder of Daly City gardner August
Norry, whose body was found riddled with 17 bullets.
ROOS
sion.

Student Union Court Session

Reception
To
Honor
Business
Banquet Retiring Personnel

Tonight
More than 600 persons are expected to attend tonight’s first
annual Business Faculty-Student
Awards Banquet in the Cafeteria,
Jack Holland, banquet committee
adviser, announced yesterday.
The banquet will be highlighted
by a speech by Keith R. Matzinger,
advertising and sales promotion
manager of the Chrysler and Imperial Division of Chrysler Corp.
Awards will he presented to an
outstanding senior in each of the
seven departments in the Business
Division in addition to the Alpha
Al Sirat award to two outstanding
business majors.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist and Dr.
M. D. Wright, Business Division
head, will disclose future plans of
the Business Division.
"More than 100 leading executives from business and industry in
California and other parts of the
country have made banquet reservations," Holland reported.

Shakes, No Breaks

Publisher Reveals

UPI ROUNDUP

Jazz Trio
Ends Series

U.S. Reverent
At Dulles Bier

SPARTANS ,

tyke Hits Stands
With ’Future’ Theme

ke magazine’s "Future Isste
oaring Miss Gerri Taylor as
ke Dolt, will go on sale this
fling at campus stands.
A "thought -provoking interview"
’ tit well-known science -f ict ion
%Mee Ray Bradbary will be a
sPeeial feature of the magazine.
according to I.yke editor Hugh
NleGraw. McGraw says Bradbury
discusses "some of the
greatest
Problems facing mankind."
"Will There Be a Nuclear War
in the 201h Century?", a survey of
opinions from six San Jose State
Profess,,rs, also will he included.
McGraw terms the results of the
"I’veN -not generally too plea.
ant, but certainly
stimulating."

SPUR Due Today

11

it

SparlalotS

Flying Twenty Free Flights

Howard, Flying 20 members,
Phil Benson, Aaron Williams, Bob
morning’s free flights at
listen to Frank Lowe tell about Saturday
this summer
Hillview Airport. Studets interested in flying
may sign up in front of the
are welcome to the free flight, and
p,m.
Library, Thursday, 10:30 a.m.-2:30

Late Notification

I

AMIElt

IXPARTAINT DAILY

W,Anesclay, May

27, 1D7,9

Editorial

World Will Miss
John Foster Dulles
JOHN FOSri hR itt l.LL. will not be forgotten.
A man like him never is.
Leaders of Europe and America have unturned the
death of the former LS. secretary of state.

,

"Ills countrymen and all who believe in justice and
the rule of law grieve at the passing . . . of one of the
truly great ii ten of our time.- -

President Eisenhower.

"John Foster Dulles vt as a man of principle. and
example Inullt1 be long remembered by
integrity who
those %silo put their trust in freedom and fair deziling."
Sir W mseon Churchill.
"We’ve lost a good public servant and Fin sorty as I
can be. --Former President ilarry S. Truman.
"One of the truly heroic figures of the 20th Century.--Viee President Richard M. Nixon.
Whatever the comment. tii. I .ree World will miss
him.

TICO TACO’S

Delicious Foods
from
South of the Border
.For snacks or a real
Spanish style dinner to satisfy
the sharpest appetite
Enchiladas
Tamales
BBQ Tacos

Spanish Rice
Mexican Hot Dog
Ranch Burgers

TRY OUR SPECIAL COMBINATION PLATE

TICO TACO’S
4th and St. James

Open every day

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
W. C. Lean Jewelers Lean & Jung
55 Years in San Jose

For a few
fortunate brides...
A limited selection of
g?Artejt4
e.91(Wai

t.4101u,

(Women, ao
Priced at from
S75.00 to $150.00 the pair

Here is an opportunity not to
be missed! We have made a
special purchase of truly beautiful matched bridal ensembles.
Each diamond has been inspected by us for quality, each
setting is exquisitely wrought. We invite you to come in
and see them now.

Use Our Divided Payment Plan
At Vo 1dditional Charge

AN
eweter3
N and JUNG
-I Tradition /or Quality in .qan lose .tiinee 1901.
First and San Fernando in Downtown San Jose

’Lute Song’
Comes Back
For 4 Nights
Lute Song
the eta rent
Speech and Drama Department
production, reopens tonight and
will
run through Saturday
night.
An ancient Chinese drama,
"Lute Song" is recognized as a
masterpiece of Chinese theater;
it was given its first major
showing at the Imperial Court
of Peking in 1404.
The cast for this production
features George Ivancovich as
"The Honorable Tchang" and
stage manager. Richard Rossomme plays Tsai -Yong, a young
man who leaves home to become
a success. Tchau-Ou-Niana, wife
of the young man, is portrayed
by Rena Lao.
The first version written for
the American theater played
Broadway, and starred Yul
Brynner and Mary Martin.
Tickets for the final four
nights are "going well," according to the box office, although
there are plenty of seats left
for tonight and tomorrow night

BAC2_04

’Suppress Women’
Ni,..,,,,, mu,’
taken starting soon, to take
care of the great increase in
students that is about to overwhelio our California college
system. I feel that one way to
solve this would be to eliminate
girls from tax -supported colleges. Probably 75 per cent of the
students frame the
female
parchment upon graduation, and
never make any practical use
of the expensive education given
them by the taxpayers.
I am not against educated
women, but when %they exploit
the taxpayer with only two
goals in mind: marriage and the
social prestige of being a college graduate, I feel it is time
to call a halt.
I have a simple solution. That
is, to require all students to
post a bond roughly equal to
the taxpdyers’ cost of their education. If the student completes
college, half the bond would be
returned. If the graduate spends
two years working after gradli-
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eartkpeople

*
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II HAVE THE FEELING that
they would like to tell me to
scrub my elbows and wash behind my ears but they are too
embarrassed to.) However, the,
do say, "Polish your shoes," never even mentioning :6j I should
scrape the mud off first.
Now what I would like
know is should I leave the mud
on since they do not take a
stand either way? I would appreciate any advice on the matter, since I cannot get a job
until I solve this basic problem.
"Do not slouch In your chair,"
their advice rambles on into the
morning hours. That is a good
one. Here, now I have one: "Do
not rap the interviewer aerosol
the teeth if he does not give you
a job."
Or, "Do not spit on the floor."
(I suppose you are asking: "Not
even if HE does it or if HE says
it is okay?" No, not even then.,
So much for grooming matters.
* * *
I KNOW A FEW things about
being Interviewed myself, being
turned down several times it)
the process. Here are a fete
pointers I should like to throw
out and kind of help you all
stomp
1. Do not lean against the interviewer’s desk as he will think.
you too forward.
2. Do not sit way back in your
chair or he will think you too
backward.
3. Sit on the desk and ask
him if he would care for a cigarettethat way he will know
r
you like him.

’Face the Problem’
EDITOR: I was irritated by
reading a letter which appeared
in a recent edition of the Spartan Daily, in which the author
Nutted, "Were my hopes in man
and human strategy, I would be
An complete despair."
I am also concerned about
the precarious position of oth^ ’
nation, but if I felt that the
only hope for man lay In spending the rest of his life on bent
knees with a bowed head, I
should prefer immediate annihilation. However, I think "the
answer to our problems is in
our very grasp if we would but
acknowledge itthe simple and
humble confession" that we
must grow up and face our problems, not sit back and pray
while the world plunges itself
into another world war. Maybe
"we aren’t doing such a hot job
of running things," but would
n do better by giving up?
Oran Kangas

Revelries Writers
Meet Tomorrow

a

1111111.111111111111711111111111111111111111I118.
JUNE IS ABOL"r TO REAR
its flowery head and you know
what THAT means! Well if you
do not know what THAT means,
it means graduation. And graduation means marriage. And
marriageamong other things
means job-hunting. And jobhunting means interviews.
And interviews mean we will
be getting some more of that
good advice which appears to be
basically sound on the surface
but is actually rather silly at
the core.
I imagine you thought all
there was to being interviiied
was answering a few siniple
questions.
Well, that IS all
there is to it. Only the people
who already have jobs like to
watch others fidget so they publish long articles or make talks
on "How to Act in an Interview." making the whole business sound like a screen test.
Their advice, basically foolish, is
for the most part absurd.
Now, for example, they tell us
with brow as stern as stern
can be"Do not chew gum:"
WhyI should never think of
such a thing, and in fact had.
not thought of such a thing,
until theythe vulger beasts
brought it up in the first place.
I suppose they expect me to
go walking into Amalgamated
Erasers, .Inc. snapping bubble
gum in the boss’ face. "Comb
your hair," they warn. That,
too, is a very sound tip and it
certainly is a lucky thing I read
it or I should have gone in just
looking a mess.

at ion, then the rest ul the bond
would be returned.
-John Banker Wilson

JERRY
4. If he asks you "5%hy do
you want to %soli: for us?" re (two to ansaer him unless he
gives you a few days to think
about it. Ile has no right
throwing out such questions In
the first place. Why not ask
him why HE works there? See
what he says.
5. Wear socks.
6. Do not watch the secretary
as she undulates about the
room; it is all a trick to see if
you are conscientious and not
.listracted easily.
7. Do not smoke unless he
asks you to; if he asks you to
and you do not smoke, say,
"What? Me smoke those things?
Ha-ha-ha!" This will show him
you are an all-American youth _
whom he should hire.
And if he does not hire you,
then my eighth and final tip
may be applied. It is just this:
8. Enroll in summer school
where you can appear as foolish
as you really are.

Students with ideas for next
year’s Revelries script will meet
with the Revelries Board tomorrow afternoon at 4:30 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Diane Hunt, director of the
past production, said nothing
need be on paper yet, but writers should be ready to suggest
ideas. Scripts for next year’s
Revelries will be due the first
week of classes next September

Spa2tan T)aibi
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Music Frat To Give C oncert Tonight
Music Department fraternity
Mu Phi Epsilon will present its
only concert of the semester tonight at 815 In Concert Hall.
It Is free and open to the public.
The program will feature mu-

sic from all eras; all
vwrks
be accompanied
soaps ex
o.ne. Pegl DI Bari
and Bari:
Is..Tent will sing a suin.ano
duet
u Romeo" Iran Moz
a’tarriage ot Figar o"
s1.,o4
win is accompanist.
Other works on the prom,
are by Schumann. Wolf,
Rack
Haydn and Vivaldi.

ALL SEALED UP
PhoCUSHING, Okla. (UPI)
tographer Allen Seal returned
from Seal Beach, Calif., with a
baby seal.

ATTENTION
ALL HAIRCUTS

PROFESSIONAL TUTORS
Now offering services in
Chrnisiry, Miitheir.stks,
Languages, So. Sciences
end English
JE 1400
fleece Golden, Toter
St., Castro Valloy
Vergll
22034

111.05

HAPPY COIN
LAUNDERETTE

Open Mon. -Sat 9a.m.-6pm
Half-Block from Campus..

24th & William

FRED’S
BARBERSHOP

DO IT YOURSELF
save up to 50%
Agitator or Tumbler Machines
WE NEVER
PLENTY OF
CLOSE
PARKING

.

135 E. San Carlos

CY3-4)66

Before you bet your life
on your brakes
LET US CHECK
YOUR BRAKE FLUID
Today’s high-powered automobiles
throw a tremendous load on broke fluid
eventually thinning,, out and woofing
sornpletly away.
Lotus check your brak fluid If it’s low we a
add fresh fluid that satisfies the highst
standards of th Society of Automotive Engineers
tot
heavy duty applications
To mals sure your brakes stop you when
you need them, so us today!
krvice is our business

YAGER & SILVA
SHELL SERVICE

SHELL
Wawa,

98 SO. FOURTH STREET
across from Student Union

Allied - Paramount
ce..13;35104., . 1,

Shank’s Drive -In Cleaners
AND

SHIRT LAUNDRY
APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
"In at 9:00 a.m. Out
ONE DAY SERVICE NO

at 5:00 p.m."
EXTRA CHARGE

Special

PANTS
55c

one week only
2nd & San Carlos

CY 3-3701

We have ’em!
and LOOK at the savings!

Reg.
3.95

3

90

Reg.
,,,isitt I 5.45

Women’s style:
White, Navy,
Chino, Black.
N & M widths
Sizes 4 to 10
Men’s style:
All White in sizes
6 to 12.
Boys’ sixes, 3 ot 6.

TRANSISTOR
RADIO

TV ANTENNA KITS
Complete
50
4. lead-in, camp, guy wire,
etc.’ Do it
al 4
arid save!
1
II

RECORDING TAPE
REEL
7" rect., 1200 1,5 mil. 45,-mtate base. Reg. 1.95 per r
Lots of 10
rolls

1.69

mplete with bar,
.-t,hones. Smai.
,emitivity.
ransitor for lo.
current drain.

9.95

SPEAKER BAFFLES
Unfinished birch, ba
closure, 8 shelf type
get 2
-

4595

POCKET RADIO
Plays anywhere ..e no tubes, no
batteries. Completely assembled ready for oper- 41) 0 E
&ion. Incl.ear phones L 7U

"TENNIES?"

$2 75

SPECIALTY ITEM SALE!

DIAMOND NEEDLES
33/3 - 45 speed p!uy,
diameter. Fits most
Buy now and
save!
L-

1

mi.

4 89

HI -Fl KITS
to -

watt amplifier
Grommes, complete
with pre -amp. Only

2625

RADIO KIT
q

1.29

USED HI-Fl Components
Fully Guaranteed
priced to sell. Good selection of
Amplifiers, Tuners, Changers, Tape Recorders, etc.
Dcr, it ouyrouTryse ltfu! boBsrin_q
SAVE40%

OPEN MONDAY &THURSDAY T1L 9 P.M.

ICheck them FREE on our checkerSave Money!

Open Monday and Thursday Nights
Until 9:00 P.M.

Allied - Paramount
CV 7-7111

79 So. 3rd St.
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Luceti Captures
Medalist Honors
In Golf Tourney

Norton -Morrow
Resume 100 Duel

By GREGORY I-1. BROWN
Hie Ito) Nill’it/1111.11111V :SIOrro% sprint
tit al r% eontinttes Sattn-thiy afternoon w ilett the 18th.
tinu,aI Nlopile.to
Relays get tinder way. Colleiria te copetition
m
is slated
for 5 pan.
’H ie greatest array of track and field
talent in the world
, .
compete iii the relays.
plaY.
Norton, wIto nipped Morrow. at the Fresno
Relays this
Verne Callison, 40-year-old Sa+year, fell before the mighty Abicramento tavern keeper posted a I
I
iene
Christian
Luceti
Saturday
over
Flyer
in the Collwin
. and 1
scum Relays two weeks ago.
and went on to defeat Dave BoBill
Woodhouse of Abilene
tauten uf San Mateo fur the tourCtuistian and Hayes Jones from
nament crown.
Eastern Michigan College will be
Luceti won medalist honors by
The team of Pete McNeil and the other prhicipal
threats in the
rtue of having shot a four under
om ONeill captured the annual 100 yard dash
along with San Jose
par 68 ill the qualifying round two
physical. education St a If Golf States brilliant
weeks ago. He was the only one
sophomore, "BulTourney with a net 12 under par let" Bob Poynter.
of 216 golfers to break par.
160. The meet was held at the AlBob Gutowski, world record
maden Golf course.
holder In the pole vault, V. Ill be
McNeil also captured the ha.%
unable to eompete due to "pressnet with a 65. He shot a 79 with ing duties at Quantico Marine
a 14 handicap.
Ilse...," but Don Bragg, uho
plus Campfire
Gene Menges had the low gross sailed 15-0,2 earlier this year
score with a 78.
In Philadelphia, mill take tip
the slack. Spartan Stan Hopkins, narrouly missing the I IDance Pavilion)
10 level this year, %%ill be !OS.%
TI
entry. George Roubanis of IT LA and Aubrey Dooley and dim
Oraliain of Oklahoma State will
Renovated)
press the issue.
The Spartan relay chances ir
both the 880 and 440 events are
questionable at this time due to
an injury suffered by relay mainSpecial Rates to Sororities
stay Kent Herkenrath. Herky,
and Fraternities
plagued with minor injuries all
Railroad,
year, has a pinched nerve and may
Stagecoach)
Proofs shown on all placement
sit out the Modesto encounter. If
and graduation photos. Your
GROUP RATES
so, Coach Bud Winter
have to
selection i% Retouched.
choose from Tom Lionvale, Wilton
Jones or Chuck McNiff. The coach
41 North First Street
plans to have a run-off between
CYpress 7-5560
these three today to determine the
San Jose, California
successor to Herkenrath’s post if
Itrti south of County Fairgrounds
CY 2-8960
he is unable to compete Saturday.
Errol Williams, who tied with
Herman Wyatt at 6-9!i last week,
will be one of the favorites in this
high jump event. Charley Dumas
of USC, who cleared the 7 foot
CY 3-7366
270 W. SAN CARLOS
mark in Fresno, will jump along
with Bob Avant, also of USC, who
has gone 6-9.
j Sam Holt will enter the steepleXTRA MILEAGE
chase for the locals. Holt, touring
the difficult grind in 9:26.1 last
week, finished sixth in the L.A.
Coliseum competition.
Ever improving Larry Collier
Each. and Tax
and Teem Daniels will represent
the Spartans In the discus competition. Collier left-handed the
Brake Work
Motor Tune-up
disc 162-11 last week for his
Car Polishing
Wheel Alignment
hest effort of the season. Daniels, %% hi led the coast for some
Goodyear Tires
Richfield Gas
time all Ii his 167-8 lb rest, still
attempt to approtieh his tremendous early S4.8S011 form in Meeilestee. De *’Is’ mark is M.1.0/111
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN 010 to 1.4.1..5%. Duane Milli "The Sound and the Fury"
man, 188-I.
Don Kelly annd Wes Bond will
represent the Spartans in the displus
tance races. Kelly turned in a
"Night of the
sparkling 4:19.1 last week in his
Quarter Moon"
first mile attempt this year. Bond
It 4: 8 4 CV 5
15 114. ars. SANTA.CLAILA
probably will go in the longer distance run.
ONLY 75c FOR THE
Al Jongewaard, SJS’ hammer
GREATEST TREAT
thrower, will enter the Modesto
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
competition. Jongewaard has been
IN HISTORY!
’GREEN
consistant all season and placed
third in both the Coliseum Relays
MANSIONS’
and the Santa Barbara Easter ReAUDREY HEPBURN
lays this year. Jongewaard is figured to garner points for San
ANTHONY PERKINS
..17,A8ETH TAYLOR
Jose State’s entry in the NCAA
plus
PAUL NEWMAN
’ finals in June.
BURL IVES
’UP PERISCOPE’
CAN’T IDE WEAR SNEAKERS
plus
’ PENIDERTON. England L’I’l
Harry Paseall. 20, was inducted
EDMOND OBRIEN
into the Army three weeks ago.
:Jpy FONDA
He was discharged yesterday beFS CAGNEY
cause, he said, "Army boots. oi
_I AM POWELL
any kind of boots, hurt my feet."
golf
or. captured medalist honors
jn the ,Northern California AnaIf Championships at the
P:,uirtr bridge Country Club in Sabut was eliminated in
.cramento.
\
the qtlar ter -final round of match

10 Hayrides
,H,3wn)
Picnic Grounds
.,1
Social Hall
itke.:i
Roller Skating

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO

TRADER LEW’S

GRUVER TIRE CO.

mg Is,

"3-K’

EL

RECAPS.

nt
th

$995

clicie SLATE

iL
.95
:LES

1595

MOVERIR

cord holder at the distance. His
opposition in the quarter mile test
on June 5 is expected to include
Dave Mills of Purdue, Bub Staten
of Southern California and possibly Edde Southern, the Texas
star.
Football Meeting
It will be the first appearance
A meeting of all %acuity football
for Davis at Compton.
players will be held in MG201 today at 4:30 p.m., according I.
head football coach Bob Titchenal.
All players unable to attend are
THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS
urged to contact TItehenal prior
to the meeting.

BAKMAS

IN SAN FRANCISCO

Come Fly With Me
Kent Herkenrath, Mr. Inspirational,- may miss Saturday’s Modesto Relays due to a pinched nerve in his leg. Herkenrath has
been seeing double duty this year as a hurdler and a sprint relay
competitor. He has been readying himself for the NCAA finals
this year and has been working on the 400 meter hurdles.

Taxes May Stop
Olson ’s Comeback
SAN
,/
bo Olson yelled "stop the fight:"
yesterday but he was thinking of
Uncle Sam instead of Archie
Moore or Sugar Ray Robinson,
two of his past conquerors.
This time the former world
middleweight champ was reeling
from a series of left hooks to the
jaw in the form of tax liens which
the government reported last January as totaling $128,920 for 1934
and 1955.
Faced by the prospect of giving
all of his purses over to the government, Olson called off a fight
Monday with Sonny Ray- fifthranked light heavyweight contenderwhich was to have been held
at the Cow Palace June 8.
Olson had four victories under
his belt in as many comeback
bouts, the last one being a decision on Much 10 over P,ory Calhoun,

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT
100 sets to choose from
From $4 PER MONTH and up.
SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS
No repair or service charge on rentals
First Month’s Rent Can Be
Used as Down Payment
If You Decide to Purchase
LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

TV Rentals Co.

One block south of Sears
466 Meridian Rd.
CY 4-3311
_.

SPARTAN DAD.V:t

,S)porli
=MC

WAA Beach Party
Members of the WAA Council
will celebrate semester’s end Saturday with their annual Council
Party.
Sea Cliff, near Santa Cruz, has
been selected as the site of the
all-day party.
Council members will leave the
Women’s Gym at 9:30 a.m. They
will have a potluck lunch at the
beach, and may participate in
games and spoils, according to
Gerry Peterson, WAA president.

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS
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PHONE IN ORDERS
Groups Welcomed
CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY

San Remo’s
218 WILLOW ST.

CY 4-4009

NOW only 777

Congratulation to
San Jose State’s
batting power.

has sparked the

BILL LEACH
sparkling 1.80 ERA

Why take a chance wish an ordinary diamond needle th.i,
can chew up your records? For once a needle starts
wear, it can become as chisel -sharp as a dog’s fangs WI
not avoid the risk right at the start by trusting your re.ords only to the "needle that remembers". This is the !..
lout Duotone Diamond Needle that actually remin:
when to check or change your needle. Leaves nothing to
chance. Reminder comes to you direct from Duotone
experts at the factory. Costs no more than an ordinary di.,
mond needle yet gives you a perfect needle with this Ls:it-A
priceless memory to protect your records. Ask us for the
needle "that remembers".

Spartans on to a
Fume mail remin.ler from
the needle that recital.
hers- keeps you uiiin a
Lae needle.

fine seasonal

Jules Verne’s

’FROM THE EARTH
TO THE MOON’
rrmin.ier rhia is
the was, flats- in were
needle run chew yam’ Yal.
Now Playing At

fRINC!)13( AMOK

110

it"
wee

Are you up to your
r
_
Tace a
break, reach for the phone and call CY 4-4009, place an
ordtr for one of our delic:c..% Italian style pizzas. We offer
many different flavors, so ,,uit your t,rte: order either by
phone or in pcy-on.

DON’T LET YOUR VALUABLE
RECORDS GET CHEWED UP

towards sex

L\J

THE FINAL WORD
IN PIZZAS

record.

hlrd^ i511 sped

CORSAGES BOUQUETS
CY 2.0462 10th & Santa

CONSULT
Dr. HAROLD HASKELL
Optometrist
Complete eye examinaflows
and optical service.
Latest styled glasses
and optical prescriptions filled
No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
100 So. at St.
CY 7-1880

CY.4-5S44

CHARLES HESTON
YUL BRYNNER

NOVAS

... YOUR EYES CAN ONLY
BE AS GOOD AS YOUR
GLASSES . .
DON’T LOOK
FOR CHEAP BARGAINS!

Your fine ability

-1111121WIMI
IF
CV.

15Paia

Spaghetti
Ravioli
Tossed Green Salad

Wednesday, May 27, 1959

FP VON

’THE BUCCANEERS’

one
24

TAYLOR

’Mister Roberts’

B0’11-1 IN COLOR!

PalmV1

M-13i2e-e3kGtu GEARS &

’Cat On A Hot
Tin Roof’

-*

25

C’OMPTON III
vis will head a big banii Iielit iii
the 400-yard dash in the 20th annual Compton Invitational Track
Championships. It was announced
recently.
Davis, the OINmpic 1 IMP star

? ei op
P.E. Staff Golfers

Amusement
Rides H’ I

itihut
. fluid
gain,

Compton 440 Lures Olympic Ace Davis

CC t

So!

MUSiCal backgroun
j
Lewis, Played by
THE MODERN
JAll QUARTET.

"MR. HULTO’S
HOLIDAY"

THE STUDIO
’IT HAPPENED
TO JANE’
DORRIS DAY
JACK LEMON
ERNIE KOVAK
plus

If career planning has you in a
fix, maybe you should investigate
the many advantages of life
insurance selling. It may be right
in your lint
Provident Mutual is looking for
the college man with ability and
imaginationwe don’t need
experience. And it you’re interested en actual sales training, you
can get started now -while you’re
Mill in college.

’BANDIT OF
ZHORE’

A. RAY FREEMAN
210 North Fourth 51.
CY 1.5707

VICTOR MATURE

PROVIDENT MUTUAL

Bosh pictures in Technicolor

Life insurance Company
of Philadelphia

EMMETT LEE
... top hitter with .362

GOLDEN STATE
COMPANY

Featuring
Charcoal Broiled Steaks and Pr ime Ribs

DUOTONE
NOW only ’777
COAST RADIO
266 SO FIRST

1401 SO. FIRST at ALMA

r, 41

4--SPARTAN DADA’

Handwriting Workshop Planned

Wednesday, May 27, 1959 !

LITTLE MAN ON.CAMPUS

Coast Guard Chooses
SJS Police Course

San Jose State has been chosen to give an intensive twy-week
police training program this summer for a select group of Coast Guard
reserve officers from 11 western states.
The program, designed especially by SJS for a hand-picked group
of 30 men, will be of fered by the college Police School July 548.
Purpose of the special pilot course will be to instruct key reserve
officers in problems and techniques of civilian law enforcement, in
view of the Coast Guard’- froquent contact with non-,
tn,
personnel in protecting
tion’s shores.
Program coordinator will be I Sall Jose State ROTC Battle
, Group and the ROTC Honor
Melvin H. Miller, associate pro- Guard have entered the marching
lessor of police. Others from the and drill team competition, rePolice School serving on this spe- snectively. in the San Jose Firecial staff are San Jose Dist. Atty.. men’s Rodeo Saturday and SunLouis Bergna, assistant professor; day, at the Santa Clara County
Chief of Detectives Barton J. Col- Fairgrounds.
lins of the San Jose Police De- j A downtown parade Saturday
partment, assistant professor: and , morning, rodeo in the afternoon
Gordon Misner. assistant professor . and a square dance in the evening
will highlight the affair.
of police,
Sunday afternoon, "Old Bill
Williams" of Walt Disney’s "SinnA & M.
, y Burnett" TV series will be
AUTO REPAIR
.rand marshal for wind-up ac
TODAY
tivit jet.
STUDENT RATES
SPORTS CAR ASSN., meeting, 1185
456 E. San Salvador
Red Oaks Dr., 7:30 p.m.
CYpress 5-4247
FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS CLUB. elecof officers, TH127, 3:30 p.m.
Golf Driving Range tionALPHA
ETA RHO, meeting, CH227,
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
BUNGALOW
7:30 Pirn
350 bucket with ASB Card
FOUNTAIN & BAKERY
&
GAVEL ROSTRUM, meeting, SDII2,
Breakfast and Lunch
S. 10th & Tully Road 1:30 P.m.
SPARTAN SPECIAL
BOOK TALK, Cafeteria rooms A and
Steak & Eggs
95e
B, 12:30 p.m.
_-,
days a week
Enjoy the Difference
I
3
Ride a RALEIGH
Corner of 9TH & WILLIAMS
or a TAURUS

Her methods course in hand- of 11.1r:icing ha:: Leen presented
For the first time at San Jose
State, Ruth Kittle will conduct a writing, utilizing the motor help n many universities and colleges.
workshop in a system of handwriting which has gained international
acclaim.
The workshop, slated for June
15-19 as part of the summer session program, will teach enrollees
to use the handwriting method.
They also will receive instruction
on how to teach the method to
others.
Miss Kittle is a graduate of
Tempe State Teachers College and
received her bachelor of arts degree from Washburn College.

SENIOR
PANIC

ROTC Units Enter
Firemen’s Rodeo

Don Wants
Mate-Needs
Date!
CV 5-4506

--Sign of the Leader -

Spartaguicle

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
CV 3-9766

LARK’S
Delicious Hamburgers
and Short Orders
181 East
Staa &
Scnta Clara
Isabel

JOE’S

CHEVRON SERVICE
Motor Tuneups
Lube Jobs
300 S. 24th St.
CV 7-11141
Brake Service
Special Rates With Student Cards
CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
Quality Work
for Lower Prices
3 -hr. Laund-y Service
I -Day Cleaning Service
402 S. 3rd
I

LICURSI’S
HAIR CUTS
THE BEST FOR LESS!
Under 12-51.25
ADULTS $150
Sunday 8-12
Daily 8-7
ANY CUTS
421 EAST SANTA CLARA

Open at 4 P.M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almada’. Ave. CT 74901
Near the Civic Auditorium

C P & Q
SERVICE STATION
Premuim Gas and Oil at Lowest
of Kites!
Save Through Our Membership!
13th and Julian Sts.

KBM

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. San Fernando
CV 2.7501

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall, class
on papal teachings, 3:30 p.m.
TOMORROW
P1 OMEGA Pl. election of officers.
THI 19, 2:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
ORIOCCI CLUB, Senior Steak Bake in
honor of graduating seniors in this club.
Members end interested friends invited.
Time and place not announced.
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall,
Mass, 7:30 a.m.

Finals Schedule

Morning
, 9:30 classes
10:30
11:30
7:30
8:30

classes
classes
classes
classes

Afternoon
Day of Final
English A, I A, 2A; 1 :00-400
Thursday, June 4
4:30 classes, 4:00-6:00
1:30 classes
Friday, June 5
12:30 classes
Monday, June 8
3:30 classes
Tuesday, June 9
2:30 classes
Wednesday, June 10

TIME CHART
Days Class
Morning
Regularly Meets
Exams
Daily
7:30-12:20
MWF or MWThF
7:30-10:20
TTh or TWTh
10:30-12:20
MTThF or TThF
9:30-12:20
MTWF, MTWTh, TWThF or TWF
8:30-1 i :20
MW
7:30- 9:20
WF
8:30-10:20
7:30- 8:20
8:30- 9:20
9:30-10:20
10:30-11:20
Th
11:30-12:20

Afternoon
Exams
1:00-5:50
1:00-3:50
4:00-5:50
3:00-5:50
2:00-4:50
1:00-2:50
2:00-3:50
1:00-1:50
2:00-2:50
3:00-3:50
4:00-4:50
5:00-5:50

You’re invited to stop in and browse among our selection of easy-to-wear, unaffected sportswear and
clothing. Our entire stock expresses a natural, traditional look at a price everyone can afford We like
conversation-Try us.
CALIFORNIA
SLACKS

Smooth front, tapered legs and
flapped back pockets, In a wide
selection ol colors and fabrics.
Sizes 26 to 38, $4.95 and $6.95.
Junior Tapers. alma 410 18, 33.98
and 64.50.
At your favorite campus shop

FOR RENT
1 and 1
SUMMER RATES Fur!: :
Apo
bdrm. apts. mwcarc.t. hu, r
now f,
New bldg.., Malin
summer rates We wil or reser, aps.
for fall sem. Les Kirby. Mor CV 4.9042
Accepting res. for summer. June IS.
Sept. 15. I ard 2 bdrrn. ants. Comp.
turn. water and garb. pd. $75 per stuent 11 a. 283 S. Rood
dent.
ADJACENT TO COLLEOE-Clear, f.,rn
. .r fell term
.
apt.
87930 UP. ANN LAPL1NG APTS.-Re
sort living in new riniuve garden ants
proiheated pool, sonci- os
Quiet conve,iant H.’. Fun, and unf,rn
56r,s.
Call CL 8
N’.w ft.’" "+. !"
"’"’ P4’7*
’

3-rm, mod, turn apts. 1/2 blk to col. Mar.d ooupie pref. $80. Avail. June 13-20.
5crv 33 S. 6r6 or phone owner, AX
Summer rates -$15 per rne. for sto
.
birm., (urn, apts. 444 S. 5th.
3.5896.
Summer-$25 per mo. for men students.
v r pry.,. CV 5-2565. 340 S. 16th.
Furn. large 2 or 3 bdrm. duples. water
end garb. pd. 319 S. 2Ist. CL 8-7980.
For summer-2 blIs. to col. Very detio
able rm. 525. A small rrn. $15. For fall
sroa!, re, $20. Men only 491 S. Ph
Summer Sees. June 15-Sept. I. Comp.
2 bdrrn. apt. Util. pd. Children o.k.
s.
rse 3-1867.
r

2

students-Rm.-Kit, pr or board.
- CV 2-8580.
Apt. for 3 girls or 3 boys. $75 per mo.
I U’i!, ir: . Room and Kit. priv. 515 ea.
I IT S. 11th AX 6-4975.
rim 11/2 bark, turn.
For rent. Hue. 3 b..
fi-rit’are. barbecue. S. 6th. Call CY 2.
Men

7440,

. Fare, studio apts. for ,,,mrner $55 and
.r ! od lin to 4 students. 664 S. 8.6
- --I Sublease 1bdrrn apt. at Spartan City for
s..--rer See Al Simon. 201 N. Ph,

- Summer rates :tart June IS. New 2
furs. CV 3-7696. E.01 and
- -- cu -daysapts.
- 355 S. Koh.
HOUSES FOR RENT. Furn. or
Naar corele a -ea. Suremer rates. N.... 2 and 3 rm (urn, act. avai for summer
renting for summer end fall. Garbake ard fail Managed by owner. Lorrain*
and water paid. A.,to washer and d -,,.r riots 340 S
Could also be rented for Fret. Hou;es
Cell CV 7-8713.
to-rns. lovely home, (on. at is $110: ad.
furs. ;125 Desire tear.hers or
GIRLS-Now accepting. .es. for s...m,rnar atim1ristration. Lease yr. 625 S. 13th 5+.
no, -^ We
sessions,
Loraire Apts. 340 S. 4th St.
also will rnter,Q or Mgr. apt. 3 at
1 Summer rates $21 per rno, for male
3_
If’. priv. on apts. Lltil pd. end
AN 9.9279 CV 7 7281 cr e .2
.
linoes iore. CV 5.5847, 655 S 6.11
Apts. for girls nert ,o2r. 3%5 E. Ss- ’
Fernando.
FOR SALE
1
Heated 40 pool. Brand new 1 bdow.116 T1.6 Matercyel--Cheep. Call CV
lure. and unfurl,. w.w crirpni, C-,fri.nril . .2. 5J a.. . ,r
e iec. kit. Garage and leurdor Caricoo
to cop studees. 589 V) and or 27-.. 3 :peed brk $15. le 11 5’h. O...!"..4
- L, Cl 1.)..,4

ylYours"
lanoitidarT"
82 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Specially scheduled exams resulting from conflicts will be on
Thursday, June II. Exams for evening classes will be on the same day
the class regularly meets during finals week. from 7-10 p.m.

Vocals, Jazz Group Liven Last Co-Rec

"Ship Reck" from 7:30 to 10 to- culminate the Co-Rec program for
,aght in the Women’s Gym will this semester.
Special feature of the evening
will be the "Jazz Critics" combo
providing music for social dancing.
Regular activities of deck tennis.1
shuffleboard, gym bowling, volleyball, badminton, table tennis, and
Prov, dining table 3.5. birch, 2 eaten. instruction in folk and square dancing will be given.
Pad CL 8-6095.
Wilces-Gay Tape Recorder CV 2.0927
Jim. after 5.
’Si VW, es. cond. Heater. See Art Bet
tin’s. CV 4.8607 after 5.
Nssimming remption tests
’S9 Renault R&H.
Sac. $169$,$I00 I will he given In the Women’s
7-3:84.
dn. ES
Pool to furter division women
HELP WANTED
Friday at 3:15 p.m., Monday at
IA nationally known family -owned corn 4:30 p.m. and Tile/alas. at 4:30
paey will ha.; a few positions for qual. p.m.
ilied teachers in educational work. The
Dr. Elizabeth Prange, associemployment will be based on a esL,a,
steed income plan. The work may be ate professor of physical educafullor part time We may accept grad. tion, said the Physical Ediseauatind teachers. ’Call or write Harnil 0.
Wagnon 175 S. Claremont Ave. 5.1. CL lion Department requires all
freshman and sophomore girls
"757
to either pass the sviimming test
Heed sales job strictly tornm and r1,-, or take a swimming class.
to door. Must have car and phone. Call
EM 8-8318 after 6 p.m.
I need man to worl, for me-51.1317
wide%
per h.. Tony Banks, Flamingo 3398 E
Camino Palo A’to, Thurs. at 7 p.m. pr
CMOARLif ,
Fri. at 9 p.m
NEW EXCITING-13e 1he first in vow
rrowd to give Loner s Hawaiian Party.
Entertain your friends end receive free
hostess gifs. For information ’all Mrs.
Helen Chapatte. AN9-3058. Dernonstra
tors aiso needed. Idea) part time lob for
students,

BETTER HURRY
if you’re marrying in June

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum,
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

quir Shoe

Look for the A-1 Label
above the right side pocket

Choose from the outstanding ring selection at Procter’s.
You will be pleased with the distinctive designs and the
solid values. Convenient terms make it easy to select
ring of utmost quality without burdening your budget!

Swim Tests Set

7

C

1.

WANTED
Resident married couple +o menage At,’
for reduced rent. Avail. June IS. CV
3-3899.
TRANSPORTATION
Anyone driving to East Coast egt.st fir
,
aIs and wishlrg .to share driving s-d
He’s at ROBERT’S BOOKS,
Art liatti-o. CV stp,co the friendly book store with
sn.sn’a,-.1
apie,
etnse.
5.
the reasonable prices, across
MISCELLANEOUS
from the library. ROBERT’S
have everything for interested
Pay..1swilte.teneefit Auto in:vraeoe
leg assigned risks. V. J. Shipwright. CV people.
3 4090, 414 Pao+ Ave.
LOST AND POUND

Jr

Lest br leather oo 1,. Crt
Pewool

ROBERTS BOOKS
125 S. FOURTH ST.

Four Superb Solitaires
Proctor’s recommends solitaires, because it’s the center
diamond that counts! W’e believeshe creations illustrated
are today’s finest solitaires. Choice of I4K yellow with
18K white gold -or entirely in 18K white gold. Matching
bride-groom wedding rings, with or without diamonds.

100 to ’500
1,1./14 re./. .1

... priced according to tho

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nites Til 9

91 SO, FIRST STREET

Plata

erdict in Stevens vs. SPUR Due Today
Were Cards ’Business’
Or ’Campaign Posters?’
pa
By JOANNE OSMAN
erdict on the Stevens a SPUR party trial will be ’BIGGEST BREAK
given today at 5 p.m. in the Student Union.
A threed
court session yesterday disclosed much
evidence both for and against the accused political party
members. but whether they stand guilty or not guilty for
NO. 134 illegally advertising (luring electiou remains to be determined by the student justices.
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Second Clue
In Bottle Hunt

N1 eel,
Tlie Ssine bottle treasure in the FrosiiSoph
easure contest still has not been found, ’Ric Trimillos.
rodpSopli Week chairman, announced yesterday. Followdriother clue to the treasure:
-The prize is near a minor square,
Print and food mark its position,
A skyward shaft is there dose by,
Towering, shadows a tradition."

ne

"America and the World" will be
he lecture given by Dr. Dennis W.
man. noted lecturer in the field
(literature and professor of polit
al science at Cambridge Univerty, England.
Ws lecture will be in Morris
alley Auditorium at 8 tonight.
Dr. Brogan has published 17
books and numerous article’s for
British, [’remit and American
Journals. Several of his hooks
deal with American and French
politics.
Among the books he has written
re "Development of Modern
rench Politics." "Politics and Law
the United States," "The Free
tate," ’The Era of Franklin Del no Roosevelt," and "The French
tion."
The 59 -year-old professor 1,
iced his education in England :it
I. Columcilles School, RUther
snot-al Academy. Glasgow Uniersity and Balliol College,Oxford.
He has lectured at the Cniversity College, London, and at the
London School of Economics,
He is an honorary fellow of Corus Christi College, Oxford, and
olds the title of Commander of
e Order of Orange-Nassau.

Anyone available to sell cokes,
pizza, or tickets for the mixer is
asked to contact Miss Williams.
Tickets are now on sale in the
Library Quad for $1.25 for couples
and 75 cents for stag.

Psych Students
To Read
eau P

Grad Rite
Speaker Set
Dr.
,

. II. Tippett, bishop of
rancisco Area of
church, will deliver th,
I HIT
the Baccalaureate ser..,..radqation at 4 p.m. June
4 n Spartan Stadium. Ceremonies
he open to the public.
Subject of the address will be
;he Place of the Humanities and
eligion in a Space
Age."
Dr. Tippett is a graduate of the
niversity of Colorado with an
degree from New York Uni.ersity. I Ie a ISO is a graduate of
le Ile School of
Theology and
olds honorary degrees from am,al colleges and universities.
Among the pastorates held by
m are the Church of All Nations,
York City and the First
ethodist Church, Los Angeles.

i

uture Issue."
Nitta ni. Miss Gerd
Taylor as
ske Doll, ss
ill go on sale this
orning at campus
stands.
A "thoueht-piovoking
interview"
ith well-known
science -fiction
titer Ray
Bradbury will be a
peCial leabin. of the magazine.
ccording to Lyke
editor Hugh
eGraw. McGraw says Bradbury
soisses "some of
the greatest
terns facing
mankind."
"Will There Ik a
Nuclear War
1 the ’20th Century?",
a survey of
pinions from
six San Jose State
egessors, also will
be Included. I
(firm’ terms the
results of HI,
irs’,’s -not generally
too Plea’ ,
t but certainly
stimulating." ’

Chief Justice Dick Christiana
said a "guilty" ruling (-could result In punishments ranging
from suspended sentences to re mm al of privileges on campus.
For the five office holders, this
could mean removal from office.

Other appointments to be
made at the meeting following
interviews hy the council are social affairs chairman, personnel public relations chairman and
senior female justice.
Final approval by the council of
two campus organizations is expected.

Business
Banquet
Tonight

More than 600 persons are expected to attend tonight’s first
annual Busing!: Faculty-Student
A group of psychology students Awards Banquet in the Cafeteria.
have been selected to read papers Jack Holland. banquet committee
at the Spartan Psychological Assn. adviser, announced yesterday,
meetings today and tomorrow in
The banquet will be highlighted
C11150 from 2 to 4 p.m.
by a speech by Keith R. Matzinger,
Robert Chapman’s "Associative advertising and sales promotion
Reaction Time as a Function of manager of the Chrysler and ImMonetary Reward," Robert N. perial Division of Chrysler Corp.
Bryan’s "Legibility: Vertical vs.
Awards will be presented to an
Inclined Lettering," Nils E. Johnoutstanding senior in each of the
son’s "Attitude Study With Deseven departments in the Business
odorants," and James Embree’s
Division in addition to the Alpha
on
Books
Comic
of
Influence
"The
Al SUM award to two outstanding
selected,
been
Children" have
business majors.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist and Dr.
M. D. Wright, Business Division
future plans of
Secondary edi teat ion majors plan- head, will disclose
Division.
fling to stadent teach in fall are the Business
"More than 100 leading execurequested to attend a meeting in
Morris Dailey Auditorium Monday tives from business and industry in
at 4 p.m., said Dr. John L. Moody, California and other parts of the
coordinator of secondary student country have made banquet reservations," Holland reported.
teaching.

Student Teachers

Following dismissal of the trial
at 5:30 p.m.. Stevens expressed
confidence that the prosecution
had established his case.
Prior to opening the prosecution,
McClenahan said he hoped to
establish three facts:
That
the SPUR business
cards were posters.
That because they were posters, they were being used in violation of campus election rules.
’hat if this Is a violation,
J
the defendants are guilty.

Student Union Court Session

Stevens, plaintiff, and ASB Pres. Rich Hill, one of six SPUR
defendants listen to presentation of evidence by prosecuting
attorney Pat McClenahan (back to camera) at yesterday’s trial.
Chief Justice Dick Christiana said verdict will be given today.
Stan

Reception To Honor
Retiring Personnel

Spartahdo

Flying TNA«?iirty Free Flights

20 members,
Phil Benson, Aaron Wiiliams, Bob Howard, Flying free flights at
morning’s
listen to Frank Lowe tell about Saturday
flying this summer
Reid’s Hillview Airport. Studets interested in
and may sign up in front of the
are welcome to the free flight,
Library, Thursday, 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

Some nine witnesses later, during which time McClenahan exercised exacting legal procedure on
his witnesses and the defendants,
Hill objected to the prosecution
examination on the grounds that
the SPUR members had already
accepted the responsibility for in sorting the cards in the Spartan ,
Daily and for passing out the cards
on campus.

"What we were not responsible
for was what ht.ppened to the
cards after they were given out,"
Hill added.
Retiring San Jose State faculty will be honored at a Faculty
In his concluding statement,
Social Committee reception tomorrow, 2-4 p.m., Cafeteria faculty
Mc(’lenahan stated that the
dining room.
cards had been seen in the camThe Women’s Glee Club, directed by Dr. Russell Harrison. F.1.4gopus voting booths and in the
elate professor of music and education, will provide MUSIC "in a
polling area. He said SPUR had
spring mood," Miss Anna Lone, chairman, said.
11Sell the maximum amount of
In the receiving line will he Pros and Mrs .folln
NS’alslruii,t
poster signs tainted to candiDr. Vern James, professor of matt,
dates, and he offered the comematics, and Mrs. James; Dr. Winparison that the business cards
fred Ferris, professor of modern
were almost exact duplicates of
languages: Dr. Esther Shepherd,
the larger-sized posters.
No injuries or property damprofessor of English: Miss Caroline
age have been reported in the
Hill presented the defense, acBailey, Reserve Book Room libraroiling earthquake that rocked
cusing the ASB by-laws of amblerian; Miss Dora Smith, Librarianthe San Jose. Stale campus yesuity and being loosely written
ship Department head; Miss Marterday.
Ward supported Hill-by testifying
tha Thomas, associate professor of
The quake, which occurred at
that "Our intentions were never to
home economics; and Miss Jean14:58 a.m., was reportedly cenviolate the constitution. The businette Vander Ploeg, associate protered somewhere around Hollisness cards were our answer to
fessor of librarianship.
ter. The [’nil ersity of California
matchbooks that other candidates I
Hostesses will be Dr. Elizaseismograph registered the quake hand out."
beth Onsmieat, associate dean of
at
on the Richter magnitude
The court session at 5 p.m. today
students; Mrs. Noreen Mitchell,
Waif%
will be open to the student body.
assistant professor of speech;

Shakes, No Breaks

Miss Marie Curtis. associate prolessor of business: and nr. Janles. Carkln. assoriate professor of
physical education.
Guest list will include emeritus
faculty and members of the teaching staff as well as administrative
associates of retiring faculty members.

Jazz Trio
Ends Series

yke Hits Stands
ith ’Future’ Theme
.,ero

Defendants in the trial who acted as their own attorneys are ASP.
Pres. Rich Hill, Vice Pres. Guy
Gleason, Treasurer Marsh Ward.
Corresponding Secretary Corky
Lobdell,
Representative-at -Large
Dick Johnston and defeated Recording Secretary candidate Ginny
Nicolaus. Plaintiff Stan Stevens
was represented by Prosecuting
Attorney Pat McClenahan.

Appointment of Spartan Daily
and Lyke magazine editors and
advertising managers will be made
today at the 2:30 p.m. Student
Council meeting in the Student
Union. La Torre business manager
also will be selected.

If the treasure is found, Ttimillos
stated, it should be taken to Betty
Student Union secretary.
The class finding the treasure
will receive 25 points in the con test, and the individual vs ill iezeive
two tickets to the Fi osh-Soph
The Independent Men’s Council
Mixer on Friday.
and University Dames Club will
Today’s contest will pit the
have their constitutions okayed
freshmen against the sophomores
prior to recognition.
ASB l’ren. Rich 11111 will rein a tug-of-war contest.
port to the council on the progOther contests this week include
ress of plans to send a delegation
a milkshake straw stuffing conto Sacramento to speak to Gov.
test, tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in the
Edmund G. (Pat) Brown conLibrary Quad, and a sport car
cerning a student acth Hies building at San Jose State.
stuffing contest for Friday.
"So far, we haven’t received a
The mixer, based on an Italian
theme, will be held Friday evening reply from Gov. Brown," Hill said.
Plans for next fall’s Homecomin the Women’s Gym from 9-1,
Stephanie Williams, mixer chair- ing will also be announced by Bob
man, announced. Cokes and pizza Wright, Homecoming chairman.
will be served.

op Author He...
ill Lecture
n U.S. Aims
Send
dike

New Editors,
Ad Heads
To Get Nod

UPI ROUNDUP

. Reverent
At Dulles Bier
U

S

diplomatic c,irps and ,111
WASH INGON
T
UPI. The Wish ii
endless line of private citizens streamed into Washington’s towering
National Cathedral yesterday to walk in silent tribute beside the flagcoffin of John Foster Dulles.
The Dick Trish Trio played to a draped
Dulles’ body will be buried today in Arlington National Cemeter
sparse turnout yesterday in the
services in the cathedral to be attended by President
last of the Spartan Y’s "Creativity after funeral
Eisenhower and by diplomatic leaders from around the world. First to
in the Arts" series.
arrive wastithe Japanese foreign minister.
Among the numbers played were
"I Got Rhythm," "Bernie’s Tune," CON’S FREEDOM SHORT
SAN QUENTIN (UM - A San Quentin convict who made
played in counterpoint with bass
solo, "Lullabye of Birdland," a la first successful escape from inside the prison walls in three years wit..
Erroll Garner, and "I Could Have hack behind bars today after 10 hours of freedom.
Frank Hackett, 27, squeezed his 200 pounds inside a furniture
Danced All Night" a la Andre
Previn.
truck Monday morning and quietly rode to freedom. The case was
George Ballantine and Bruce soon broken when an anonymous caller told the San Mateo Police
Stinnett rounded out the trio.
Department that Hackett was In the home of vitiliam E. Whited.
Tash received Isis B.A. degree
Police telephoned the house, asking that Hackett come
It,
here last year and presently is did, and was arrested without a struggle.
working toward his M.A. in theory
FALL KILLS CHICO STUDENT
and composition. He has played
SAN FRANCISCO ( UPI I - Freeman Fortier, 20-year-old Chic.,
professionally fur five years.
State College student. Jumped or fell to his death Monday from th,
second floor of a California St. apartment.
Ills parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fortier of Chico, brought th,
St talent s gradtia t log in litne who young man here for psychiatric care. Ile was suffering from a severe
have made application to the Grad - nervous condition.

Russ, West
To Parley
In Secret

GENEVA (UPI) -- The Soviet
and Western foreign ministers
agreed yesterday to start secret
sessions on the Berlin and German
questions Friday when they return
from the funeral of John Foster
Dulles in Washington.
A U.S. spokesman announced the
decision following a meeting between Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko and British Foreign
Secretary Selwyn Lloyd.
Observers considered the move
the biggest break to date in the.,
thus-far deadlocked Big Four
foreign ministers’ conference.
It came with surprising suddenness just a day before the May 27
deadline set by Soviet Premier
Nikita Khrushchev for Western
withdrawal from Berlin.
The decision to start secret talks
was made without indicating which
side had made the first move. But
it brought new hope into the lagging conference.
Gromyko left at once for
Washington and the Dulles Nneral. The Western Big Three
Lloyd. Secretary of State Christian Herter and French Foreign
Minister Maurice Couve de Meerill,held tone more working
session of the conference and
then followed him on another
plane. tiromyko was represented
at that session by Deputy Foreign Minister Valerian Zorin.
Western diplomats hailed (;rrimyko’s acceptance of the secret
talks. They considered it a sign
that Russia, after two weeks of
making impossible demands and
hurling propaganda attacks at the
West, now was ready to get down
to serious bargaining.
The West had hoped at least to
win an "interim" agreement on
Berlin, at best a start toward overall settlement of tension in Europe.
The chances of a summit conference this summer took a sharp upward swing from the mere fact
that the Soviet Union now seemed
ready to abandon its propaganda
spotlight in open meetings.

Pub isher Reveals
, It,
Publisher Sheldon I s
who recently announced plans
for a San JIM’ newspaper. told
United Press International yesterday he had purchased the
Orpheum Theater and an adjoining lot In Oakland and will use
It as the home of a new newspaper. the "World of Oakland."
Saekett. who has been flooding newspaper -hungry San Jose
with promises of a "democratir.
employe -owned" paper. said he
paid (I.550,000 for the theater
building.
He said it a mild be "ideal for
the modern newspaper operation
we will bring to the San Francisco Bay Area."
Meanwhile, the Man Jose Mercury and News strike goes into
its 102nd day, with no Indication
-t a settlement.

ASPARTANS A
IMONEY TALKS
Multimillionaire
"Chips" Bullion
111

Late Notification

irate Division will be notified of
acceptance several weeks after
graduation, said Mrs. Lynne Fisher, secretary in the Graduate Div)sion.

’PENNI" PLEADS INSANE
REDWOOD CITY UPI) - Rosemarie
old pony -tailed blonde, has entered pleas
by reason of insanity of the murder of
Norry, whose body was found riddled with

111

"Penny" Bjorkland. 1S-yearof not guilty and not guilty
Daly City gardner August
17 bullets.

traded most of
his oil wells for
a pair of brushed
leather Clark
Desert Boots from
R/A. He could
have bought a
pair for only
12.95, but "Chips"
never was too
bright.

di
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Editorial

if arid 11111 Miss
John Foster 1)ttiles
JOHN FoTER

DULLES hill

not be forgotten.

A man like 111111 never is.
Leaders of Europe and America hale mourned the
death of the former U.S. secretary of state.
"His countrymen and all who beliese in justice and
the rule of lass grit-% e at lite passing . . .

truly great

of one of the

men of our tinie2"--Presiilint Eisenhower.

"joint Foster Dunes ss a- a man of principle and
integrity whose example ,hould he long remembered by
those who put their trti,t in freedom and fair dealing."
Sir Winston Churchill.
We’ve lost a good public servant and I’m sorry aii7I
can be. --Former President Harry S. Truman.
One of the truly heroic figur,- of the 20th Century. --Vice President Richard NI. Nixon.
Whatever the comment. the Free World will miss
him.

MO TACO’S
Delicious Foods
from
South of the Border
For snacks or a real
Span:sh style dinner to satisfy
the sharpest appetite
Enchiladas
Tamales
BBQ Tacos

Spanish Rice
Mexican Hot Dog
Ranch Burgers

TRY OUR SPECIAL COMBINATION PLATE

TICO TACO’S
4th and St. James

Open every day

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

’Lute Song’
Comes Back
For 4 Nights
"Lute Song," th,
current
Speech and Drama Department
production, reopens tonight and
will
run through Saturday
night.
Art ancient Chinese drama,
"Lute Song" is recognized as a
masterpiece of Chinese theater;
it was given its first major
showing at the Imperial Court
cif Peking in 1404.
The cast for this production
features George Ivancovich as
"The Honorable Tchang" and
stage manager. Richard Ross male plays Tsai -Yong, a young
man who leaves home to become
a success. Tchau-Ou-Niana, wife
of the young man, is portrayed
by Rena Lao.
The first version written for
the American theater played
Broadway, and starred Yul
Brynner and Mary Martin.
Tickets for the final four
nights are "going well," according to the box office, although
there are plenty of seats left
for tonight and tomorrow night.

IS ABOUT TO REAR
its flowery head and you know
what THAT means! Well if you
do not know what THAT means,
it means graduation. And graduation’ means marriage. And
marriageamong other things
means job-hunting. And jobhunting means interviews.
And interviews mean we will
be getting same more of that
good advice which appears to be
basically sound on the surface
but is actually rather silly at
1 he core.
Imagine
you thought all
there VIVA to being interviewed
was answering a few simple
Well, that IS all
questions.
.0 NE

there is to
who

It.

already

Only the

have Jobs

people
like

to

wateli others fidget so they pug’’how

ness

to

Act

making

sound

in

the

like

is

an

Inter-

whole

busi-

screen

test.

Their advice, basically foolish, is
for the most part absurd.

Now, for example, they tell us
- with. brow as stern as stern
can be"Do not chew gum!"
WhyI should never think of
such a thing, and in fact had
not thought of such a thing,
until theythe vulger beasts
brought it up in the first place.
I suppose they expect me to
go walking into Amalgamated
Erasers, Inc. snapping bubble
gum in the boss’ face. "Comb
your hair," they warn. That,
too, is a very sound tip and
certainly is a lucky thing I re,:
it or I should have gone in just
looking a mess.

cevatitk

*

ceoliemlA

*

*

II HAVE THE FEELING th
they would like to tell me to
scrub my elbows and wash behind my ears but they are too
embarrassed to.) However, ’they
do say, "Polish your shoes," never even mentioning if I should
scrape the mud off first.
Now what I would like to
know is should I leave the mud
on since they do not take a
stand either way? I would appreciate any advice on the matter, since I cannot get a job
until I solve this basic problem.
"Do not slouch In your chair,"
their advice rambles on Into the

Priced at horn
$75.00 to $150.00 the pair

Here is an opportunity not to

morning

4.

NACHMANI1111111111111n11111111
he asks you "Why do
nant to work for us?" re-

fuse

to

answer

gives you a
about

It.

Ile

tIi rowing out
the

first

him why

him

few

not

Each diamond has been inspected by us for quality, each
setting is exquisitely

ro..:ght. We invite you to cc,rne in

snd see them now.

Use Our Divided Payment Plan
It \,, ,Idditional Charge

W.

LVAN

ewe (era

LE7(N and JUNG
A

Tradition lor Quality in .’s’an

10.1e ;iince

001

First and San Fernando in Downtown San Jose

unless

days to
has

he

think

no

right

such questions In

place.

EDITOR: I nos irritated by
reading a letter which appeared
in a recent edition of the Spartan Daily, in which the author
stated, "Were my hopes in man
and human strategy, I would be
in complete despair."
I am also concerned about
the precarious position of our
nation, but If I felt that the
only hope for man lay In spending the rest of his life on bent
knees with a bowed head, I
should prefer immediate annihilation. However, I think "the
answer to our problems is in
our very grasp if we would but
acknowledge itthe simple and
humble confession" that we
must grow up and face our problems, not sit back and pray
while the world plunges itself
into another world war. Maybe
"we aren’t doing such a hot job
of running things," but would
we do better by giving up?
--Oran Kangas

Why

not

ask

HE works there? See

what he says.

5. Wear socks.
6. Do not watch the secretary
as she undulates about the
room; it is all a trick to see if
you are conscientious and not
distracted easily.
7. Do not smoke unless he
asks you to; if he asks you to
and you do not smoke, say,
"What? Me smoke those things?
Ha-ha-ha!" This will show him
you are an all-American youth
whom he should hire.
And if he does not hire you,
then my eighth and final tip
may be applied. It is just this:
8. Enroll in summer school
where you can appear as foolish
as you really are.

Students with ideas for next
year’s Revelries script will meet
with the Revelries Board tomorrow afternoon at 4:30 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Diane Hunt, director of the
past production, said nothing
need be on paper yet, but writers should be ready to suggest
ideas. Scripts for next year’s
Revelries will be due the first
:week of classes next September.

Spartaneilh,
Entered as second class matter Awl! 34.
1934, at San Jose, California. under Me act
of March 3, 1079. Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Association. Published daily
by Associated Students of San Jose Stat
College, incept Saturday and Sunday. during
Subscriptions accepted
college year,
rimminder-of-school-year basis. In
only on
Fall sern
, $I. in Spring sons
CY 44414Editorial Ent. 210, $10. Ad, all.
Press of Glob* Printing Co. Office hours
I:45-4,20 is rn Monday through Friday. Any
phone ca’is should be mad during this
period

BILL PHILLIPS, Editor
RON KELLEY, Advertising Mgr,
DAY EDITOR, this issue Peter Walla
News Editor
Jim Adams
Sports Editor
Harvey Johnson
Bill Knowles
Copy Editor

rap the

:ill
urks
be accompanied
solos eseeplit
one. Pegi Di Rail
and Barbara
will sing a
sopranot o Romeo" from M
.
.
ozat t s due
iii i.,,,,,,,,i
sse.ournkmmatoinistt.h,. program
wiOnthi5erae
are by Schumann,
\ V,,if, haeh,
Haydn and Vivaldi.
---

ALL SEALED UP
PhoCUSHING, Okla. (UPI)
tographer Allen Seal returned
from Seal Beach, Calif., with a
baby seal.

ATTENTION

ALL HAIRCUTS

PROFESSIONAL TUTORS
Now offering services in
Chemistry. Mathmatics,
Languages, Rio. Sciences
and English
JE 1.4190
Brace Golden. Tutor

22034 Vergil St., Castro Valley

$1.05

HAPPY COIN
LAUNDERETTE

Open Mon. -Sat. 9a.rn..6sorti
Ca,pu
Half -Block from

24th & William

FRED’S
BARBERSHOP

DO IT YOURSELF
save up to 50%
Agitator or Turr,L er Machines
WE NEVER
PLENTY OF
CLOSE
PARKING

135 E.

San Carlos

CY3.4166

Before you bet your life
on your brakes
N1/4
LET US CHECK
YOUR BRAKE FLUID
Today’s high-powered outomob.!et
throw o tremendous lood on 13,&.0
hud
- eventually thinning it out nnd
e.nring
it completely away.
Let us check your brok fluid If it I
.11
odd fresh fluid that satisfies the highest
standards of the Society of Automotive
Enconmrs to,
heovy duty applications

’

To mok sure your broks stop you
when
you n«tel them, it. us today.

Service is

Our business

SHEL

YAGER & SILVA
SHELL SERVICE

inpa ,took,01

98 SO. FOURTH STREET
across from Student Union

Allied - Paramount

AND

SHIRT LAUNDRY
APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
"In at 9:00 a.m. Out
ONE DAY SERVICE NO

at 5:00 p.m."
EXTRA CHARGE

Special

PANTS
55c

one week only
2nd & San Carlos

CY 3-3701

"TENNIES>"
and LOOK

.\\

interviewer across

you

a jet)."

$275
$39

SPECIALTY ITEM SALE!

We

have ’ern!

Women ’s style:
White, Navy,
Chino, Black.
N & M widths
Sizes 4 to 10
Men’s style:
All White in sizes

4 sa 75.

TRANSISTOR
RADIO

TV ANTENNA KITS
-nplete with 10 -ft. mast, 5r.’,
. lead-in, clamp, guy wire
etc. Do it yourself Ny yds
and save!
/ /

RECORDING TAPE
REEL
7" rect. :200 1.5 r
tote base. Reg. I.9S
12s ts of 10
ea.

1.69

rnpete
-1rphones. Small
- sensitivity. Use:
-ansitor for In.-rent drain.

r

9.95

SPEAKER BAFFLES
1595

closure, 6 snet ’if
le’ 2 fs-

POCKET RADIO
Plays anywhere ... no tubes, n,
batteries. Completely
bled ready for opere
ration. Incl.ear phone:am 7

at the savings!

Reg.
3.95

Or, "Do not spit on the floor."
I suppose you are askint: "Not
on if HE does it or if, HE says
is okay?" No, not even then.)
So much for grooming matters.
* * *
I KNOW A FEW things about
being interviewed myself, being
turned down several times in
the process. Here are a few
pointers I should like to throw
out and kind of help you all
along.
I. Do not lean against the Interviewer’s desk as he will think
you too forward.
2. Do not sit way hack in yoor
chair or he will think you
backward.
3. Sit on the desk and :,,k
him if he would care for a eii
arettethat way he will know
you like him.

Music Department fraternity
Mu Phi Epsilon will present its
only concert of the semester to,
night at 8:15 in Concert Han.
It is free and open to the publie..
The program will feature mu-

Shank’s Drire-I n Cleaners

hours. That is a good

the teeth if be does not give

special purchase of truly beautiful matched bridal ensembles.

’Face the Problem’

Revelries Writers
Meet Tomorrow

If

one. Here, now I have one: "Do

be missed! N.Y.’e have made a

he

taken starting soon, to take
care of the great increase in
students that is about to overwhelm our California college
system. I feel that one way to
solve this would be to eliminate
girls from tax-supported colleges. Probably 75 per cent of the
students frame the
female
parchment upon graduation, and
never maice any practical use
of the expensive education given
them by the taxpayers.
I am not against educated
women, but when they exploit
the taxpayer with only two
goals in mind: marriage and the
social prestige of being a college graduate, I feel it is time
to call a halt.
I have a simple solution. That
is, to require all students to
post a bond roughly equal to
the taxpayers’ cost of their education. If the student completes
college, half the bond would be
returned. If the graduate spends
two years working after gradu-

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 By JERRY

on

For a few
fortunate brides...
A limited selection of

ation, then the rest of the bond
would be returned.
- -John Banker Wilson

eartkpeople

view,"

55 Years in San Jose

’Suppress Women’
Eprroit measure must

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

fish long articles or make talks

W. C. Lean Jewelers Lean & Jung

Music Frat To Give Concert Tonight

HI-Fl KITS
)

DIAMOND NEEDLES
331/3 - 45 speed play,
diameter. Fits most cartridges.
Buy now and
save!
from

4.89

2625

,rommes, car
pre -amp.

RADIO KIT
Philmcre Little \A
tal radio rec&,
kit. Easy to b..

1.29

USED HI-Fl Components
of
Fully Guaranteed
priced to sell. Good selection
Amplifiers. Tuners, Changers, Tape Recorders, etc,

613ohyos’ sizes, 3 ot 6.

OPEN MONDAY & THURSDAY TIL 9 P.M.

Dui n ity

ouryo

uTrvs e Iffulbellsr i ng

Money!
ICheck them FREE on our checkerSave

Open Monday and Thursday Nights
Until 9:00 P.M.

/NMI&7P Y01/

cAtiroitiA_ _ _
7T .

SAVE 400/0
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Allied - Paramount
CY 7-7111

79 So
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.Volf, Hach,

CUTS
)5
..amput

3
HOP
CY3-4I66
-

il.uceti Captures
Medalist Honors
Tourney
In Golf
Lueeti, San Jose State golf
,tar, captured medalist honors
in the Northern California Amateur Golf Championships at the
Northridge Count!), Club in Sacramento, but was eliminated in
the quarter -final round of match
play.
Verne Callison, 40-year-old Sacraniento tavern keeper posted a
2 and 1 win over Luceti Saturday
and went on to defeat Dave Bohanon of San Mateo for the tournament crown.
Laced won medalist honors by
virtue of having shot a four under
r 68 in the qualifying round two
oaks ago. He was the only one
of 216 golfers to break par

Hayrides
rAuc

Campfire

Picnic Grounds

Norton -Morrow
Resume 100 Duel

cNe11-0 Neill Top
P. E. Staff Golfers

i 14 handicap.
Gene Menges
’core with
78 .

had the low gross

Social Hall

Fe

Roller Skating
Amusement
Rides Stageroach)
(Thrill, Railroad,

CROUP RATES

TRADER LEW’S
CYpress 7-5560
T-mj. south of County Fairgrounds
ok. Awls!
,eonn

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
Special Rates to Sororities
and Fraternities
shown on all placement
and graduation photos. Your
selection is Retouched.

Proofs

41 North First Street
San Jose, California
CY 2-8960
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GRUVER TIRE CO.
Mum is.

1E

’3-K’
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ttttt .
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LE!
OR

9.95

CY 3

270 W. SAN CARLOS

Motor Tune-up
Wheel Alignment
Richfield Gas

$995
Exch. and Tax

Brake Work
Car Polishing
Goodyear Tires

-

Shoie SLATE

MINFRIR
CY

ZS TM. 2;1

8 4 05
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SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
"The Sound and the Fury"
"Night of the
Quarter Moon"

SANTA CLAP, A

ONLY 75c FOR THE
GREATEST TREAT
IN HISTORY!

’Cat On A Hot
Tin Roof’

EL RANCHO DRIVE-1N

’GREEN
MANSIONS’
AuDRIT HEFB0P:N
pf-oLyt;c

-plus-

NEWMAN
BURL IVES

FFLES

’UP PERISCOPE’

--plus--

’Mister Roberts’

JAMES C.,ARNER
EDMOND OBRIEN

competition.
Ever Improving Larry (*oilier
and Tom Daniels %Oil represent
the Spartans in the discus eons petition. Collier left-handed the
dime 162-11 last week for his
best effort of the season. Daniels, ulio led the coast for some
time %Oil his 167-8 throw, will
attempt to approach his tremen11011% Pa rly season form in Modesto. Daniels’ mark is second
only to U(LA’. Duane Milli man, 168-1.
Don Kelly annd Wes Bond will
represent the Spartans in the distance races. Kelly turned in a
sparkling 4:19.1 last week in his
first mile attempt this year. Bond
probably will go in the longer di-

run.
hammin
Al Jongewaard,
thrower, will enter the Modest’,
competition. Jongewaard has been
consistant all season and placr.1
third in both the Coliseum Relays
.ond the Santa Barbara Easter Relays this year. Jongewaard is Reared to garner points for San
I,N(’ State’s entry in the NCAA

ig Pall& 04

Come Fly With Me

Kent Herkenrath, -Mr. Inspirational; may miss Saturday’s Vodesto Relays due to a pinched nerve in his leg. Herkenrath has
been seeing double duty this year as a hurdler and a sprint relay
competitor. He has been readying himself for the NCAA finals
this year and has been working on the 400 meter hurdles.

SAN FRANCISCO tUPIi-Bobo Olson yelled "stop the fight!"
yesterday but he was thinking of
Uncle Sam instead of Archie
Moore or Sugar Ray Robinson
two of his past conquerors.
This time the former world
middleweight champ was reeling
from Is series of left hooks to the
jaw in the form of tax liens which
the government reported last January as totaling $128,920 for 1954
and 1955.
.
Faced by the prospect of giving
all of his purses over to the government, Olson called off a fight
Monday with Sonny Ray - fifth ranked light heavyweight contender--which was to have been held
at the Cow Palace June 8.
Olson had four victories under
his bolt in as many comeback
bouts, the last one being a decision on March 30 over Rory Calhoun

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT

SPARTAN DAILY -5
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WAA Beach Party
Members of

the WAA Council
will celebrate semester’s end Saturday with their annual Council
Party.
Sea Cliff, near Santa Cruz, has
been selected as the site of the
all-day party.
Council members will leave the
Women’s Gym at 9:30 a.m. They
will have a potluck lunch at the
beach, and may participate in
games and sports, according to
Gerry Peterson, WAA president.

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

)

’candid
realism

PHONE IN ORDERS
Groups Welcomed
CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY

San Remo ’s
218 WILLOW ST.

CY 4-4009

NOW only $777

No repair or srvice charge on rentals

First Month’s Rent Can Be
Used as Down Payment
If You Decide to Purchase
LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

TV

CONSULT

Dr. HAROLD HASKELL
Optometrist
Complete eye eraminations
and optical service.
Latest styled glasses
and optical prescriptions filler.

Rentals Co.

No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
100 So. 1st St.
CY 7-1880

One block south of Sears
466 Meridian Rd.
CY 4-3311

DON’T LET YOUR VALUABLE
RECORDS GET CHEWED UP

CAN’T 111.-; WEAK SNEAKERS
PEMBERTON, England I UPI I
Harry Pascal!. 20, was induct,1
into the Army three weeks

Congratulation to
San Jose State’s
batting power.

CY.4-5544
.

BILL LEACH
. sparIllng 1.80

has sparked the
Spartans on to a

ERA

Why take a chance
hi an orchaary diamond needle that
can chew up your records? For once a needle starts to
wear, it can become as chisel-sharp as a dog’s fangs. Why
nor avoid the risk right at the start by trusting your records only to the "needle that remembers". This is the fabulous Duotone Diamond Needle that actually reminds you
when to check or change your needle. Leaves nothing to
chance. Reminder comes to you direct from Duowne
experts at the factory. Costs no more than an ordinary diamond needle yet gives you a perfect needle with this extra
priceless memory to protect your records. Ask us for the
needle "that remembers:
Free mad remin.ler Iron]
the needle liar renteM
ben- keeps you 051. a
We needle.

record.

-plus---

Jules Verm s

’FROM THE EARTH
TO THE MOON’
1Sithout reminder this is
the way flan on s worn
needle tan chew pow
table Monis.

Now PlAyin9 Al

THE STUDIO

anNOUt

110.SUllin
4.1fEnICE
Ci5ty5COrt

COM

’

rnly.i-al background
Played by
THE MODERN
JAll QUARTET.

MOO

Spaghetti
Ravioli
Tossed Green Salad

Adm.@
PANCOISE

3rd St.

Are you up to your neck in studying for finals? Take a
break, reach for the phone and call CY 4-4009, place aordtr for one of our delicup., Italian rtyle pizzas. We offer
many different flavor-. r.o - .’ yCJI- ta-te: order either by
phone or in person.

100 sets to choose from
From $4 PER MONTH and up.
SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS

towards sex!’

:ties of
5, etc.

CORSAGES
BOUQUETS
CY 2-04t,1 ; Sty & Santa Clara

THE FINAL WORD
IN PIZZAS

fine seasonal
by the ’d hands lhat shaped
’And G Id Created Woman’
IIIIIMIeleemeneenammenrwwww

cos..

’S A

... YOUR EYES CAN ONLY
BE AS GOOD AS YOUR
GLASSES . . DON’T LOOK
FOR CHEAP BARGAINS!

IT

1.29

-Spartafoto

!mak in June.

’THE BUCCANEERS’

BAKMAS

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

24
HOOSS

GEARY &
eeitee01.4961 TAYLO R

Your fine ability

BOTH IN COLOR!

on June 5 is expecttd to include
Dave Mills of Purdue, Bob Stater!
of Southern California and possibly Edde Southern. the Texas
star.
It will be the first appearance
for Davis :o ’,rnpton.

OPIN

PODA

Taxes May Stop
questionable at this time due to
Ian injury suffered by relay main- Olson’s Comeback
stay Kent Herkenrath. Herky,
plagued with minor injuries all
year, has a pinched nerve and may
, sit out the Modesto encounter. If
so, Coach Bud Winter will have to
choose from Tom Lionvale, Wilton
Jones or Chuck McNiff. The coach
plans to have a run-off between
these three today to determine the
successor to Herkenrath’s post if
he is unable to compete SaItirdtiy.
Errol Williams, who tied with
Herman Wyatt at 6-9% last week,
will be one of the favorites in the
high jump event. Charley Dumas
of USC, who cleared the 7 foot
mark in Fresno, will jump along
with Bob Avant, also of L’SC, who
has gone 6-9.
Sam Holt will enter the steeplechase for the locals. Holt, touring
the difficult grind in 9:26.1 last
,kmk, finished sixth in the L.A.

from Ohio State, is the world record holder at the distance. His
opposition in the quarter mile test

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

lie was discharged yesterday because, he said. "Army boots. o
any kind of boots, hurt my rom

{ FONDA
’i CAGNEY
AM POWELL
LFMMON

26"

base," bid Don Bragg, who
sailed 15-9,2 earlier this year
iii
n Philadelphia, will take up
the slack. Spartan Stan flopkins, narrowly missing the 1110 level this year, will be S.IS’s
entry. George Boob-anis of UCLA and Aubrey Dooley and Jim
Grabatti of Oklahoma State will
press the Issue.
The Spartan relay chances in
both the 880 and 440 events are

tance

TAT"OR
r "UL

15"

7366

XTRA MILEAGE

RECAPS.

UMETON
1’1. Glenn Davis will head a big name field in
the 400-yard dash in the 20th annual Compton Invitational Track
Championships, it was announced
recently.
Dzo.is. the Olympic Game star
!Football Mooting
A meeting of all varsity football
players will be held in MG201 today at 4:30 p.m., according to
head football coach Bob Titchenal.
i All players unable to attend are
j urged to contact Titehenal prior
Ito the meeting.

By GREGORY H. BROWN
The Ray Norton.11iddly Nlorrou sprint rialry
con
tinties Saturday afternoon %lien the Ifithi
1110ilesto
Relays get tinder stay. Coilegiale competition is
,Iiite-(11
for 5 p.m.
lilt’;greatest array of track and field talent in the u odd
will etimpele ill the relays.
Norton. ’who niiiped ’II II
at the Fresno itelay till + year, fell before the mighty Abilene Christian Flyer in the Coliseum Relays two weeks ago.
Bill Woodhouse of Abilene
Christian and Hayes Jones from
Eastern Michigan College will be
The team of Pete McNeil and the other
principal threats
Tom O’Neill captured the annual loo yard dash along with in the
San
physical education S t a If Golf State’s brilliant sophomore Jose
"BulTourney with a net 12 under par let" Bob Poynter.
60. The meet was held at the AlBob Gutowski, world record
maden Golf course.
bolder In the pole vault, aill be
McNeil also captured the low linable to compete (WC to "press.
let with a 65. He shot a 79 with
ing duties at Quantico Marine

acd Dance Payil;nn)

’F

Compton 440 Lures Olympic Ace Davis
,1

"MR. HULTO’S
HOLIDAY"
r lour, T14;

’IT HAPPENED
TO JANE’
DORRIS DAY
JACK LEMON
ERNIE KOVAK
-plus-

’BANDIT OF
ZHORE’
VICTOR MATURI:

Both pictures in Technicolor

11 career planning has you in a
tux, Maybe you should investigate
the many advantages of life
insurance selling. It may be right

in your line.

Provident Mutual is looking for
the college man with ability and
imagination -we don’t need
experience. And it you’re interested in actual sales training, you
can get started now -while you’re
still in college.

EMMETT LEE
... top hitter with .362

GOLDEN STATE
COMPANY

Featuring
Charcoal Broiled Steaks and Prime Ribs

A. RAY FREEMAN
210 Nooli Fourth St.
CY 1.5701

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Lite Insurance Company
of Philadelphia

DUOTONE
NOW only I"
COAST RADIO
nPr7

1401 SO. FIRST at ALMA

CYpress 5-5141

---e+.111111111111161111111
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LITTLE MAN ON.CAMPUS

Coast Guard Chooses
SJS Police Course
:Skin

cothuersemoitnorlithiteldlpFin the tirst time at S.111 Jose wrlilteirrig.muettihliozdinsg
State, Ruth Kittle will conduct a
workshop in a system of handwriting which has gained international
acclaim.
The workshop, slated for June
15-19 as part of the summer session program, will teach enrollees
to use the handwriting method.
They also will receive instruction
on how to teach the method to
others.
Miss Kittle is a graduate of
Tempe State Teachers College and
received her bachelor of arts degree from Washburn College.

tot-sseek

rilineu

into

police training program this summer for a select group of Coast Guard
reserve officers from 11 western states.
The program, designed especially by SJS for a hand-picked group
of 30 men, will be offered by the college Police School July 5-18.
Purpose of the special pilot course will be to instruct key reserve
officers in problems and techniques of civilian law enforcement, in
view of the Coast
quent contact with
personnel

in

Guard’s
the

ST:110 ROTC Battle
Group and the ROTC Honor
Melvin H. Miller, associate proGuard have entered the marching
lessor of police. Others from the and drill team competition. rePolice School serving on this spc- spectively, in the San Jose Firecial staff are San Jose Dist. Atty.Imen’s Rodeo Saturday and Sun.
Louis Bergna. assistant prefessor; day, at the Santa Clara County
7))
Chief of Detectives Barton J. Col- Fairgrounds.
A downtown parade Saturday
Jinx of the San Jose Police De -1
t’
TN’ BACK , IZEMEAISek’f
partment, assistant professor; and morning, rodeo in the afternoon
Gordon Misner, assistant professor and a square dance in the evening
will highlight the affair.
of pollee
Sunday afternoon, "Old Bill
Williams" of Walt Disney’s "Smiley Burnett" TV series will be
grand marshal for wind-up ac,
NEVv MAN CLUB, Newman Hall, class
TODAY
tivities.
STUDENT RATES
on papal teachings, 3:30 p.m.
SPORTS CAR ASSN., meeting, 1185
456 E. San Salvador
TOMORROW
Red Oaks Dr., 7:30 p.m.
I
PI OMEGA PI, election of officers,
CYpress 5-4247
1 FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS CLUB, elec- THII9, 2:30 p.m.
tion of officers, THI27, 3:30 p.m.
!FRIDAY
71:.33A0 p.
pH.
A ETA RHO, meeting, CH227,
ORIOCC1 CLUB, Senior Steak Bake in
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
BUNGALOW
honor of graduating seniors in the club.
FOUNTAIN & BAKERY
350 bucket with ASB Card
GAVEL 11 ROSTRUM, meeting, SDI 12, Members and interested friends invited.
and Lunch
Time and place not announced.
Si= o -;"titt SPECIAL
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall,
BOOK TALK, Cafeteria rooms A and
Steak & Eggs
95c
Mass, 7:30 a.m.
B, 12:30 p.m.
1.s a week
Enjoy the Difference
Ride a RALEIGH
"H & WILLIAMS
or a TAURUS
coordinator

h.’, .1 ,i iiin
present ed
mars)
LaIn’Yiicuinngiversates and
colleges.

SENIOR
PANIC

ROTC Units Enter
Firemen’s Rodeo

na-

tion’s shores.
Program

of

fre-

non-militar

protecting

Handwriting Workshop Planned

will

rJeco

,

Date
CY 5.4506

-Sign of the Leader -

it,CP

WE 5EATE0 YOU HEfte IN

"

Spartaguide

A & M.
AUTO REPAIR

Golf Driving Range
S. 10th & Tully Road

Finals Schedule

PAUL’S CYCLES

LARK’S

1435 The Alameda
CY 3-9766

Morning
9:30 classes

Delicious Hamburgers

and Short Orders

(:)en at 4 P.M.

181 East
Sento Clara

State &
Isabel

with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA

Pizza

395 Almaden Ave.
CY 7-9108
Near the Civic Auditorium

JOE’S

C P & Q
SERVICE STATION

CHEVRON SERVICE
Motor Tuneups
Luise Jobs
300 S. 24th Se.
CY 74661
Brake Service
Special Rates With Student Cards

Premuirn Gas and Oil at Lowest
of Prices!
Save Through Our Membership!
13th and Julian Sts.

KBM

CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE

Qualify Work
for Lower Prices
3 -hr. Laundry Servic
I -Day Cleaning Service
402 S. 3rd

1

LICURSI’S
HAIR CUTS
THE BEST FOR LESS!
Under 12-51.25
ADULTS $1 50
Sunday 8-12
Daily 8-7
ANY CUTS
421 EAST SANTA CLARA

1

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E San Fernando
CY 2 7501

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

.10:30
11:30
7:30
8:30

classes
classes
classes
classes

Afternoon
Day of Final
English A IA, 2A; 1:00-4:00
Thursday, June 4
4.30 classes, 4:00-6:00
1:30 classes
Friday, June 5
12:30 classes
Monday, June 8
3:30 classes
Tuesday, June 9
2:30 classes
Wednesday, June 10

TIME CHART
Days Class
Regularly Meets
Daily
MWF or MWThF
11Th or TWTh
MTThF or TThF
MTWF, MTWTh, TWThF or TWF
MW
WF

I.Frr
I
I

Morning
Exams
7:30.12:20
7:30-10:20
10:30-12:20
9:30-12:20
8:30-11:20
7:30- 9:20
8:30-10:20
7:30- 8:20
8:30- 9:20
9:30-10:20
10:30-11:20
11:30-12:20

You’re invited to stop in and browse among our se
lection of easy -to -wear, unaffected sportswear and
clothing. Our entire stock expresses a natural, traditional look at a price everyone can afford. We like
conversation-Try us.

Afternoon
Exams
1:00-5:50
1:00-3:50
4:00-5:50
3:00-5:50
2:00-4:50
1:00-2:50
2:00-3:50
1:00-1:50
2:00-2:50
3:00-3:50
4:00-4:50
5:00-5:50

caatossma
SLACKS

Look for the A-1 Label
above the right side pocket
Smooth front, tapered legs and
/lapped back pockets. In a wide
selection of colors and fabrics.
Siam 28 to 38, $4.95 and $6.95.
Junior Tapers, aim 4 to le, $3.811
and $4.50.

At your favorite campus shop

Specially scheduled exams resulting from conflicts will be on
Thursday, June 11. Exams for evening classes will be on the same day
the class regularly meets during finals week. from 7-10 p.m.

Vocals, Jazz Group Liven Last Co-Rec

BETTER HURRY
if you’re marrying in June

"Ship Reck- from 7::l0 to 111 tonight in the Women’s Gym will

culminate the Co-Ree program for
this semester.
Special feature of the evening
will be the "Jazz Critics" combo
providing music for social dancing.
Regular activities of deck tennis,
shuffleboard, gym bowling. volleyball, badminton, table tennis, and
3-rm, mod, fare eists.,/2-bli to col. Mar- Pron, dining table 3+5, bir:h, 2 eaten. instruction in folk and square dancClassified Rates:
’ eg et.upie pref. $80. Avail. June 13-20. Pad CL 8-6095
25c a line first insertion
ing will be given.
App
33 S. 6th or phone owner, AX
line succeeding insertions
20c
WilcoxGay Tape Recorder CY 2092’.
2 line minimum.
Jim, after 5.
Summer rates -$25 per mo, for stuTo Place an Ad:
.
2.bdrrn., turn, apts. 444 5, 5th. ’57 VW. ow cond. Heater. Soo Art EL,
Call at Student Affairs Office,
CY 35896.
tin, CY 4 8607 after 5.
Room 16, Tower Hall
Swimming esemption tests
No Phone Orders
Summer-525 per ran. for men students. ’59 Renault R&H. wsw. Sac. $1695. $100
will he given in the Women’s
ort,. CY 5-2565, 340 S. 16th.
In. ES 7-3184.
FOR RENT
Pool to lower division women
large 2 or 3 bdrrn. duple+, water
HELP WANTED
Friday at 3:13 p.m., Monday at
garb. pd. 319 S. 21st, CL 8.7980.
SUMMER RATES Purr, 5td. Iand ;
A netionelly known family -owned corn
4:30 p.m. and Tuesday at 1:30
bdrrn. apts. ww carpet. bu;’t;n OOP’ For
summer -2 blks. to col. Very desir. Parr will have a few positions for goal.
Now bldg.,. Male reserat’ons
rrn
Sr,
A
small
rm.
$15.
For
fall
ifled teachers in educational work. The P.m
summer rates. We will also r,-, ir-r
Dr, Elizabeth Prange. associ.- 120, Men only 491 S. 7th. employmient will be based on a guar.
for fall sem. Les Kirby, ha tr
anteed income plan. The work may be
ate professor of physical educaSummer Sess, June 15 -Sent. I. comp: full or part time.
We
may
accept
gradtion, said the Physical EducaAccepting on. for
r.drrn. apt. Util. pd. Children o.k, uating teachers. Call or write
Hamil 0.
Sept. IS. 1 and 2
tion Department
requires all
l
CY 3.1867.
Wannon 175 S. Claremont Ave. Si. CL
turn. weer and garb.
r
sit I
freshman and sophomore girls
dent. See Mgr., apt, 11 al 2: . Peed Men students-ReigKit, pr,. or board. 8-3757.
to either pass the swimming test
CY 2.8580.
St., or rag CY 7.5377.
Herd sales job strictly comm. and door
or take a swimming Ones.
to door. Must have car and phone. Call
Apt.
for
3
girls
or
3
per
boys.
me.
$75
ADJACENT TO COLLEGE-’
.
Room and Kit. priv. $15 ea. EM 8-8328 after’ 6 p.m.
ric, f
2.h. AX 6.4975.
men t 0 wet. k f or me-$ I .89
I nee ti
WNOWS
Pee hr. Tory Brks Flamingo, 3398 El
For rent. Hse. 3 bdren. 11/2 bell, fora.
$19.50 UP
Palo
Camioc
CMARLIE ,
Afo. Thurs. at 7 p.m. or
barbecue. S. 6th. Call CY 2sort

Choose from the outstanding ring selection at Power’s.
You will be pleased with the distinctive designs and the
solid values. Convenient terms mate it easy to select a
ring of utmost quality without burdening your budget!

Swim Tests Set

heaftri
Quiet
Call CL

"Traditionally Yours"
82 SOUTH FIRST STREET

- -

CLASSIFIEDS

pa

(1111VII

NEW EXCITING-Be the first in yo
crowd to give a Lens’s Hawaiian Pe’,
Entertain your friends and receive fr..
hostess gifts For information call Mt
New furs. apt .
r...
ate 1-bdren apt. at Spartan City for Helen Chanatte. AN9-3058. Demonstra
elec. 11t. W:
IOU Al Simon 203 N. 7,11.
+ors also needed. Ideal pert time lob for
age and wa
students
stammer
Summer Wes :tart lira 15. New 2
mitres. (7..ei CY 77’)
bgi-vi apts. fury. CY 3.7696. Eves and
WANTED
10th.
HOUSES FOR RENT. Fum. runfurn, gu-risys 350 S.
Resident TetTilli couple to menage Apt.
Near cc"aqa are,. Summer eels. Now ; 2 end 3 rm. fink ant. avail for summer for
feduced rent. Avail. June .15. CY
renting for surrime and fl, Gebeie and fail Maneged by swear. Lorraine
3-3899.
and water paid. A o. washe and arm... I
34fi
Could ass be rented for Fre H. er,
TRANSPORTATION
Call CY 7-8713.
6-rm. lovely home, fuer,, as is 5110: adticral fuon, $125 Desire teaches! or Anyone driving to East Coast after IiGIRLS-New accepting res. for s irerner administration. Lease ye. 825 S. 8t1’ St. eis and w
-q to share driving and ni
We Inciu1te Loraine Apts. 340 S. 4th St.
Hissions. 2-bdroi. apt,. $100 zor
Art Beti-o. CY 4 WI,pontos
also will reserve ants, for fe- so- Sse
after 5,
Mgr, act. 3 at 547 So, 1’41- St er oeii S1111111111t fetes $EE per mo. for male
MISCELLANEOUS
AN 9-927R CY 7.7281 Cr CY 2,5413.
!
Y:t pi-iv...A apts. Utii pd. end
_
linens fur,. CY 5.5847, 655 S. 6t1’
Iley-by-tIni.asonG Auto io.
Apts. for girls nest year. 395 E. Silo I
A
Mg assigned risks. V. J.
Fernaode.
FOR SALE
3 4090, 414 Park Ave.
Heated 40’ pool. Brand new 2-bdrm. I ’56 1R4 Meterevele-Ch4ep. Call CY
LOST AND POUND
turn. aod unf..rn. WW rAOnh C^10^Pel; 52163. ask tor B-ilo.
elec. tit Game!. end laundry, Catering
-C’
C
CY 2 9,
hr.
Lost
nr,
14.
5I,
ml
$15,
leather
tu - -, tr dnrt. 559 59 and up 2710 1 -speed bike
le.,:,...,. i,,.. r . I ilo

1.0._4;.1-4/41\\./ \
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studio usts. for rummer, $55 and
Un to 4 students. 664 S 8th.
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Four Superb Solitaires
Prat/et:it recommends solitaires. because it’s the center
diamond that counts! U’e believe the creations illustrated
are today’s finest solitaires. Choice of 14K yellow with
18K white gold -or entirely in IRK white gold. Matching
bride -groom wedding rings, with or without diamonds.

He’s at ROBERTS BOOKS,
the friendly book s+ore with
the reasonable prices, across
from ft. ’hoary.
ROBERT’S
have everything for interested
people.

ROBERTS BOOKS
125 S.

FOURTH ST.

100 to sSOO
I,., ./

... priced aconite, to ON dielson1

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nites Til 9

91 SO. FIRST STREET

CI4Viet1

